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CAMPUS I PRESENTATION

Panelists discuss bailout
"Wall Street Bailout/
Main Street Fallout"
provides information
about economic crisis
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor

With questions running through
everyone's mind about the financial
crisis, scudencs and the communicy
came together to discuss issues in che
Unircd $arcs and in che local community.
The depanmenr of business, business solutions, and SCORE sponsored the "Wall Screcc Bailour/Main
Scrccr Fallouc," Thursday night.
Srudenrs, staff, administration
and local business owners were part
of the 170 people in rhe audience.
Audrey Mclain, a sophomore
commutation business major, did
not Juve any background prior co
che event on the financial siruation.
"I rhoughr ir was interesting,"
McLain said. "I learned about rhe
40 l K and how chis financial siruarion will help ocher businesses our."
Panelists
included
Richard
Whitaker, a business professor; Jack
Schuln, chief executive of the Agracel industrial development firm in
Effingham; Brian Ticus, general
manager of Lorenz Supply in Mattoon; Dan Downs, president of Firsc
Neighbor Bank in Charleston; and
Chuck Lefebvre, vice president of
Firsr Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust.
The opening questioned asked
was about how the Wall Screet Bailout plan affected their business and

ERIC HILTNER (THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Jack Schultz, CEO of the Effingham-based Agracel Incorporated, talks about how the recent $700 billion bailout has affected his company during the
• wall Street Bailout/Main Street Fallout#panel discussion in the Roberson Auditorium of Lumpkin Hall on Thursday evening.

what they were doing differently
with the changes in the economy.
Whitaker started our with an
incroduccion on whar the problem
really is - the United Scares had a
low interest race environment from
2002 to 2005.
"le resulted in increases in home
prices and what happened afrer chat
was people saw home prices go up,

and it brought in speculators who
then brought in first-rime buyers
who said buying a house was a good
way to make money," Whitaker said.
"This worked for a while because as
house prices went up, you couldn't
make a bad loan."
As a result, morrgage lenders lowered their criteria for loans ro weak
borrowers. Then loan defaults scare-

ed co come up.
As a result, the marker dried up,
Whitaker said.
"Banks were evenrually afraid to
lend co other banks so ir frou: the
market up," he said. Ticus spoke
about small business prospective.
"If you currently have a 401 K,
or plan to gee one, there has been a
dramatic reduction," he said. "Our

employees have seen a decrease in
their funds."
He said he cries co console
employees chat are doing the best
they can co prorecc their money.
"'We have also seen credit tighten dramatically from our customer
which is difficult for us," Ticus said.

»

SEE BAILOUT, PAGE 5

CAMPUS I COMEDY

HEALTH I FEATURE

Students: Time to laugh

Student beats breast cancer

BSR weekend brings on
the biggest names
of comeay

Graduate student
decides to undergo
controversial surgery

By JESSICA LEGGIN

By BRITTNI GARCIA

Activities Editor

Campus Editor

Gill Sanford thinks Laff)am's
comedy will not only. appeal ro
rccurning black alumni, buc undergrads as well.
"It's going to be a great show," he
said. "I'm like a Chef when it comes
co comedy."
Sanford is the CEO of MidCoast
Encenainmenc. His company will
bring rhe Laff)am Supershow, scarring comedian Talent and feature
comedians Deon Cole, K-Dubb,
Chastity White and Lll' Rd.
The event is ar 8 ronight in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luthet King Jr. Universiry Union
and is a part of Black Student
Reunion weekend. The Universicy
Board will sponsor the event, which
will also feature DJ V-Dub from
radioscarion 107.5 WGCI.
Sanford said be cusromiu:s che
needs of the students and organizations for the show.
.. [ wlor and customize the show
for tlut particular school," he said.
"This show is carered specifically for
the Black Student Reunion week-

Graduate scudem Nia Klein
of the 2.4 million women living in rhe United Scares with
breast cancer.
Breast caner is. a disease where
abnormal cells in the breast are
divided .md multiplied unconrrollably. 'lbe abnormal cells then
attack n1.-arby tis5ue and spr~d.
leading to death.
This is what happened to Klein
afrer having her annual mammogram screening.
On Nov. 29 2004, Klein
received a call from her doctor formally stating she was diagnosed
with stage one brc-ast cancer in her
left breast.
"When I first found out, I was
immediately scheduled for survey to take the lump out, although
I bad no idea it w~ there," Klein
said.
October is Brcast Cancer
Awareness Month and che time
allows citizens to rcAcct and gain
knowledge on breast cancer, a dis--

was one

SUBMITTED PHOTO

K-Dubb, a comedian from MldCoast Entertainment, will perform with
Talent, Deon Cole, Chastity White and Lil' Rel at 8 t.:>night in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

end."
Sanford said the campus would
be enrerrained with a variery of
comedians coming from New York,
Milwaukee, Adanra and many other places. Talenc, who is from NC\11
York, is known for bis infamous line,
"lr'z just Coooomedy."
Talent has appeared o.n HBO's
Russell Simmons Def Comedy Jam,
Bf.l's Comic View, Fox Uptown
Comedy and other shows.
He has also done a nationwide
commercial for platinum recording

artist, Missy Ellior and did a skir for
a multi-platinum Fugec album.
Deon Cole, who is from the
south side of Chicago, can be recognized on shows such as BET's Comic View, Jamie Foxx's Laffapalooza
and HBO's Def Comedy Jam.
Cole said be wanes srudencs to be
open-minded and understand that
comedy comes in dHferenc forms.
"We gonna have a good time," he
said.

»

SEE LAUGH, PAGE 5

ease thac affects many (>C(>ple in
the United Scates.
Klein's first surgery took place
within the next I0 days afrer
receiving the news on Nov. 29,
2004.

Soon she had to have a second
survey because they did not gee all
the smaller cancer cells.
After the removal of the small
margins. she then went through
six cycles of chemorherapy for a
year, making her lose her hair. This
process curned into undergoing 35
radiation creacmencs.
Afrer being diagnosed, Klein
said many people choose implants;
however, her doctor told her she
would have ro replace the implantS
every l S years.
Instead, Klein decided co have
the controversial Tram Flap surgery
called Tran~-ver~ Recrus Abdominal Muscle Flap Surgery. Acrrcss
Cbriscina Applegate went rhrough
the same surgery in August 2008.
During the procedure, che muscle from the abdomen is brought
to rhe breasr level and a breast is
created. 1his means Klein bas a
non-functional abdomen muscle, making her unable to gee up
srraighc or do sir-ups.

»

SEE CANCER. PAGE 5
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EIU WEATHER

DEN STAFF

FRIDAY
Warmer temperatures and dry conditions prevail
throughout the region today and this weekend.
Daytime temperatures will remain in the mid to
upper 60s for next week.

71 °146°
Mostly

Sunny
SW 5·10

ForrunentcOllditions visit EIUWealllel(enter at www.tlu.edu/-weather

EXTENDED COVERAGE AT WWW.DEN NEWS.COM
• Slideshow ·Online reporters Nicole Essig and Chris
Essig took a flashlight tour inside Ashmore Estates with
Eastern sorority Delta Zeta and other locals on Tuesday.
Visit the slideshow at dennews.com.

ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

Reeves' attorney chips away at paparazzo
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - A paparazzo
suing Keanu Reeves cold jurors Tuesday rhat he could nor remember giving conflicting accounts of an incident involving rhe actor that he
claims left him seriously injured.
Alison Silva buckled under questioning by Reeves' defense attorney
and acknowledged he was beaten by
fellow photographers while shooting
photos of Britney Spears earlier rhis
year. That assault came roughly a
year after rhe incident in which Silva
claims Reeves hie him wirh a car and
left him unable co wock. _
Silva acknowledged rhe beating
left him unconscious and forced him
co delay a second surgery to repair
damage in his left wrist he arcributes
to rhe run-in wirh Reeves.
The 28-year-old Brazilian-born
paparazzo spent his second day testifying about rhe incidcnr and his subsequent rreatment. He is suing rhe

scar of "The Matrix" and "Speed,"
claiming he hir him wirh his Porsche
in March 2007 while Silva was trying to shoot photos of rhe acror behind rhe wheel.
Jurors on Wednesday also heard
from a fire department captain who
cestified rhar Silva complained of
pain in his left knee momenrs after
his fall, despite his larer sraremenrs ro
doctors and testimony rhac Reeves'
Porsche hie his right knee and rhat it
hurt afterward.

ACM names Strait
artist of the decade
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - George
Strait will receive the Academy of
Country Music's Artist of rhe Decade award in recognition of nis
nearly 25-year career.
Only four ocher acrs have received rhe distinction: Marcy Robbins in 1969, Loretta Lynn in 1979,
Alabama in 1988 and Garth Brooks
in 1998.

Sttair's many hits include "Amarillo By Morning," "Ocean From
Property," "Check Yes or No" and "I
Saw God Today."
The ACM will cape a 1V special in honor of Strait at the MGM
Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas
on April 6 to air at a lacer date.

Frampton fuming about
stolen Obama signs
CINCINNATI - Rocker Peter Frampton is wishing someone
would show him the way co keep his
Barack Obama yard signs from getting swiped.
The Grammy winner is complaining rhat signs showing his preference
for rhe Democratic presidential candidate have been srolen repeatedly
at his home in rhe upscale and predominandy Republican Cincinnati
suburb oflndian Hill.
Frampron, 58, is so angry, he
called 1he Cincinnati Enquirer asking ro be interviewed.
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PHOTO OF THE DAY

Votefor

JAN EADS

. . .

for

nEPLJBLJcAN

Coles County Board
Republican Incumbent
District#9
Paid for by Jan Eads
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MAN
Rrv's ...
Italian Beef w / Fries

NUAL HALLOWEEN BASH
Miiier Lite Yard Glasses.
Witches Brew Pitchers. $2 Vampire Shots

sat»td&V Panthers vs. Murray State
ELIZABETH ROBERTSON I MCT

Robinson Luggage general manager Jim Sheil stands inside his store in Center City, Philadelphia, where
windows were broken and items were looted after the Philadelphia Phillies beat the Tampa Bay Rays 4-3 to
win the World Series.

WHAT THE••• j WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

As economy melts, so does New York sculpture
The Associated Press
NE\V YORK - The economy is melting - literally.
Two artists on Wednesday inscallcd a 1,500-pound
ice sculprure that spelled the word "Economy" in Manhattan's financial district.
The "Main Srreet Meltdown" was to remain in Foley
Square until it mclred abom 24 hour.-. By Wednesday
evening. the F and the C had already thawed and vanished.
The backdrop co rhe )culpmre - rhe wide ~tam .md
row of pill.us fro ting the .;race Supreme Courc building
1 ipsca.ntlv re o nrz..lb to r:nilhor;is of v,c,.,.c ofTV's
,1.,t,1'. tt"'t••· '''f"

"Law & Order."
"To sec rhe word 'economy' melting down is reprcsencational of an extreme time," artists Nora Ligorano
and J'v1arshaU Reese said on their Web site.
1hc anises said 1he sculpture, which is 5 feec tall, 15
feet wide .md sits on a pcdcsral, was installed on Oct.
29 because it is rhe 7<lch anniversary of the day in 1929
when the stock market crashed. prccipira11ng the Great
Depression. · Economy b the fourrh m a. series of poliucal ice sculpct ~ l igorano and Ree<ic have c:reared.
Farhcr chi~ ear. d1e c.ancd blocks into the word 'De
mocmc.y 11d alloy.
hen t mclr dur ng rhe Republrc.tn and Dcmoc.ra11

~ {OI
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Bloody Marys. Italian Beef.
Burgers. Chicken. COlD BEER

WELCOME BACK FOOTBALL ALUMNI
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CAMPUS I HALLOWEEN

Celebration begins for holiday
Residence halls,
Greeks set up activities
for Charleston children
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor
Scary movies, haunted houses,
cosrumes and lee's not forget crickor-crar candy tends co be the subject
for Halloween, the October holiday.
Residence halls, Greek Life and
srudent organiz.arions have entered
into rhe celebrarion for chis holiday
with various activities for students
and community members.
Ashley Hoogscracen, a junior corporate communications major, said
ic is good to open up the campus co
community members for Halloween.
"\Xbo doesn't like children?" she
asked.
This year for Halloween, the
Greek Life is sponsoring an evcnc
called "Greeks, Ghosts and Goblins"
which will be held at 5 p.m. today at
the Ddta Zera sorority house.
Hoogscraten, who is a member
of Alpha Sigma Tau, said chis event
is open for the children of che community.
"There will be some coloring.
activities and snacks," she said.
Five members from every Greek
house are co participate and help
our with the various activities for the

KARLA BROWNING llliE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Children gather to receive candy from Courtney Meyer, a junior family
and consumer science major, Monday night in Pemberton Hall's Halloween Kid's night. Children from the Charleston area were invited to
participate in games and trick or treat.

chilcmn.
Hoogscraren said she enjoys parEvery house is assigned a specifticipating in this event and dedicat- ic cype of candy for children to select
ing her cime co rhe children in the from such as M&M's, Laffy Taffy,
community.
Dots, Starburst, Skicdes and more.
"We Uke to get involved," she
Hoogstracen said it is great when
said. "Greeks are a big pan of cam- all of rhe Greek organizations can
pus."
come together.
Hoogstratcn said che children
"If we all come together and give
would also have an opportunity co back, it all turns into a big thing,"
go trick-or-trcaring in Greek Court.
she said.

Some scudents have already started their Halloween festivities by
going ro haunted houses.
The Minority Teacher Identification and Enrichment Program held
its first haunted house at the cultural house for students co get spooked
and scared Thursday.
Melissa Harper, a family and consumer science major, said chc pro-

gram made a group decision on the
haunted house idea.
Harper said the organization went
to various stores to buy supplies and
costumes for the occasion.
"We spent a couple of hours in
the black house (culcuraJ house) and
received ideas from members in the
organization," she said.
Harper said this haunted house
was worth rhc time to attend.
"All students on campus are welcome," she said.
Residence Halls ace also getring
involved by inviting community
members co campus.
Tonia Pittman, complex director
for Taylor Hall, said there would be
acriviries in Taylor Hall's lobby for
community children at 5 p.m today.
"'We arc going ro have decorateyour-own-goodie-bag and games,"
she said. "We have staff and residents chat have signed up to the decorate the lobby and hang out wich
the kids."
Pimnan said Taylor Hall volunteers will play duck-duck goose wich
children, but it has a twist.
Instead, it will be ghost-ghost
boo.
Pittman said che halls would also
be open for the children co go trickor-treating.
"We will also have some candy
and little prizes," she said.
Pittman said che volunteers for
this event love the experience.
"People that arc participating are
really excited," she said.
Pittman said this event is fun to
be a pare of while on a college campus and gives one a chance co reminisce.

"It just brings back che days when
we use ro run around," she said.
Jessica Leggm can be reached at 5817942 or acjmleggin@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I EVENT

Illinois officials talk about responsibilities
Students told about
positions on ballot
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor

Seate, city and county officials
filled die Maccoon/Charlescon Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union for the first scare officials forum on campus.
1be forum was intended for srudencs co learn about their offices on
the ballot for Election Day, Nov. 4.
"I a.m an experienced voter, and
I rcaliz.ed chat most students do not
know about the other offices on
the ballot," said forum organizer
Michelle Marcin, a senior public relations major.
Mmin said the point of the forum
was to inform the more than 50 audience members of the officials' role in
govemmcnr, nor co address che campaigns at hand.
"I figured I would leave chat in the
hands of the League of Women Voters," she said.
State's attorney incumbent Steve
Ferguson, county coroner Mike
Nichols and County Board Chairwoman Jan Eads addr~ the audience.
All chrc:e officials ran through their
positions, highlighring the numerous risks their offices cake on. Ferguson discussed how the state's attorney office addresses mostly criminal

constituents in cheir districts come
co them to seek comfort in problems
beyond their means.
"If I can help someone who
doesn't know where to rum, it is the
most rewarding," Righter said. "But,
sometimes you go as far as you can
and get nothing and you have to
present this laundry list of avenues
that just didn't work; there, it is the
most fruscrating."
Rcnneh passed out legal sample
ballots chat could be caken into chc
poll booth and showed che privacy
file that would be used while casting
the vote. She emphasized the imporROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EA.STERN NEWS
tance of the student vocc.
Illinois State Representative Chapin Rose talks a a forums for students to
"We have had over 25,000 earask questions about the jobs of Illinois officials in the Mattoon/Charlesly vocers already," she said. "Get out
ton room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Thursday
there. Its an exciting time."
evening.
Also in acrcndance were Counoffenses, but can litigate lesser-known nois Sen. Dale Righter, R-Manoon, ty Sheriff Darrell Cox and retired
offeno;cs such as child abuse and and Illinois Rep. Chapin Rose, R- Charleston Mayor Roscoe Cougill.
neglect. Nichols spoke of rhc coro- Mahomet.
Cox explained to students chat his
ner's position as the position people
Rose is currently on the ballot position handles crimes and arrests,
need to calk to "when you're ac the buc is unopposed in his re-election. much like a municipality police
end of the road."
Righter is up for re-election in 20 l 0. department would. But the county
He signs death cenificares, orders Boch officials described their duties as also handles the jail, which currently
autopsies and handles more than 400 a rwo-pan position.
houses 102 inmates for its 160 beds,
cases a year.
"We have half our time in Spring- he added.
Eads listed the numerous respon- field, which is always extremely busy,
Cougill explained rhe differencsibilities of the County Board, includ- and half our time is spent with our es berween Cicy-Commis.~ion goving che multi-million dollar budget of constituents in the districts we repre- ernment form char Charleston previColes County.
sent," Rose said.
ously had, and the rather new Ciry"l thought it was very informaBoch officials said spending rime Manager governmenc form, which is
tive," said Josh Smith, a freshman in their respective districc was the now in place.
undecided major. "They knew their most rewarding and frustrating part
Krystal Moya can be reached ac 581audience - talked co us like students." ofrhe job.
Among the panel were llliRose and Righter explained that 7942 or ar ksmoyo@leiu.edu.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Time to set back
the clocks on Sunday
Daylight saving time ends at 2
a.m. Sunday. Clocks should be set
back one hour.

Percussion Ensemble
concert today
The Percussion Ensemble will
make their Dvorak Concert Hall
debut at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. With
selections from Antonin Dvorak
and Billy Joel, there will be
something for all music lovers.
Admission is free.

Historical tour of
cemetery on Saturday
The Coles County H!storical
Society and the htstorlcal
administration class of 2008--09
are offering tours of the Mound/
Roselawn Cemetery Saturday.
Historical tours wtll be offered at
10:30 a.m., noon and 1:30 p.m.
Stylistic tours will be offered at
11 :15 a.m. and 12:45 p.m.
The event is free and
appropriate for all ages. Some
moderate walking is involved.
Visitors are allowed to roam the
cemetery grounds between 1O
a.m. and 3 p.m. Brochures will
also be available for self"9uided
tours. To get to the cemetery,
follow Old State Road (Route 316)
going west towards the Coles
County Fairgrounds. Look for
signs to the cemetery walk on
the right side and park on gravel
roads by the chapel.

View today at
observatory
The community is invited to
view the Andromeda Galaxy
and globular clusters at Eastem's
Halloween-themed observatory
open house at 8 p.m. today. Even
if it's cloudy, the observatory
will be open for tours. Eastern's
observatory is located southwest
of the Campus Pond. Those who
attend may park their vehicles
in the lot of the Wesley United
Methodist Church, and walk west
to the observatory site. For more
information contact the physics
department at 581-3220.

looking for talent
for upcoming show
The Association of Honors
Students is hosting the second
annual "Eastern's Got Talent" at 7
p.m. Nov. 16 in the Buzzard Hall
Auditorium. Acts of all varieties
are needed, whether dancing,
singing, comedy or swallowing
goldfish. There is a $5 entrance
fee for acts, and $1 admission fee
for the audience.
Interested performers should
contact Michelle Peters at
mlvaughan@eiu.edu.
- Compiled by Associate News
Editor Matt Hopf

BLOTTER
A green GT bicycle was reported
stolen Monday from Taylor
Hall, said the University Police
Department
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-m•ll I DENelc@gm•ll.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall
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Lights Aicker in the hallways. Doors
mysteriously lock themsdves. Disturbing
sounds come from rhe basement. It may be
just an old building, bur girls in Pemberton
Hall would say it's probably Mary.
She seems to be a legend who is familiar
to most ofEasccrn's campus. As a freshman
living in Pemberton, I was almost immediately acquainred with rhe Story of Mary
from a Resident Assisranc fulfilling what
I expect is rhe special duty of Pemberton
RA's co their freshmen.
Mary was a dorm mother decades ago
who was the role model, All-American type
of girl. The story goes, char one night, a girl
from Mary's floor couldn't sleep and wcnr
up co the fourth floor of rhe building where
rhere was a piano that she would play unril
she felt sleepy.
A night janitor came from behind,
raped her and evenrually scabbed her co
<leach. Leaving her for dead, he disappeared. Howt.-vcr, rhe girl was still alive and
dragged herself to Mary's door where Mary
opened ic and witnessed the girl bleed co
death. As her innocent hC'art was mauled by
rhe sighr, Mary went insane and hung herself in rhe scare hospiral. She and rhc murdered girl now haunr Pemberton.
Many versions of tlic srory aist and res·
ldents change anyrhing from insignificant
details co the number of ghosts. Some even
say that it was Mary who was murdered.
The re-.U story is dusive. I dcc:ided co
c.ike ir upon myself to find the truth and
share ic with my classmates on Hallow1.-cn.
Michad Kleen, an Eastern alum, has
researched and discovered the real story
behind Pemberton's legend. His work can
be found on nc:wmichaclklccn.com.
"The srory is about 80 percent fiction,
15 percent anecdotes about srrange things
that have happened in rhe hall and abour 5
percent facts," Kleen said. "lhe whole scory is based off ofa popular urban legend
known as 'The Roommace's Death,' which
has been rold ac universities all over rhe
country, so a huge chunk of ic - including
rhe murder- is simply not crue."
So who really was Mary? Kleen had a
ready answer. "Mary Hawkins was a highly respected head of Pemberton for almost
a decade," Kleen said. "Apparcncly, ac some
point, possibly before she rook the position at the college, she contracted syphilis.
Ifleft uncreated, that disease causes mcnral
deterioration and death, which is why she
was commicted co Kankakee scare hospical,
where she died in 1918."
"Her official cause of death was 'general paresis,'" Kleen said. "Possibly because
of chis unpleasant end, people have been
rducrant to share information abouc her
life, which ... is what leads co rumors in
the first place."
As for the facts, Kleen said, "Ir's imporranc co know char Mary Hawkins was a
real person, who lived and made mistakes
like everyone else. She had a lasting impact
on Eastern and this ghosr story is one of
the only things keeping her memory alive.
Unril someone is willing co come forward
and talk about her contribution ro rhe university. rhe ghost story is all we'll have to
remember her by."
With the facts finally laid out, it still
remains chat some Pemberton girls complain about odd occurrences every once in
a while. I, for one, fed more comfortable.
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Other views on news
GOP VOTER SUPPRESSION
U of Illinois - Paul Weyrich, pundit
and founder of the conservative Heriragc Foundation, said, "Our leverage in
elections quire candidly goes up as che
voting populace goes down."
It is chis ideology that has fudcd the
Republican Party to wage war on voters. The Republican Party has played
every dirty crick possible, from distributing flyers with fake voting information co purposely saboraging software in
Diebold voting machines in California.
Wicb the election slipping our of grasp,
they are resorting co more disturbing
tactics to steal yet another election.
That Republicans have been acmnpring ro suppress and src:al vorcs is nothing new. A recent Rolling Stone column
lists the many accemprs the Republican
Party has made to subvert elections. for
example, Republican White House officials, lobbyists and congressmen manipulated congressional legislation, like
the Help America Vote Ace, ro actually make it more difficult for Americans
to voce. When this corruption was discovered, ir led co the resignation of U.S.
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales and
the imprisonment of Florida Reprcscnracive Bob Ney, Republican lobbyist
Jack Abramoff and White House officials J. Srcvc:n Griles and David Safavi.m. Bue the result of cheir actions were
scill heavily felt. According to the U.S.
Election Assisrance Commission, 2.7
million new voters had cheir registration
application rejected, and 1.6 million
votes in 2004 were never counted.
Now, the GOP is attempting to ddegirimize the expected rcsulrs of rhe
2008 election by arcacking the Association of Community Organizations for
Reform Now, which has helped register over 400,000 people to vote in key
battleground states according co 1he
New York Times. By law, ACORN has
co turn in all forms, even when cbey
ue incorrecdy filled our. Often, it is
ACORN who flags phony registration
forms and notifies election officials co
throw them our. D.u, Illnti
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Economy effect unclear
1he campus will have co wait and sec how rhe
economic aisis affects cbe university, or ar least char
is whar the administration is saying.
Jn Thwsday's edition of 1he Daily E.asum News,
President Bill Perry said the university has not raken any drastic actions because of rhe economic
down rum.
University of Massachusetts has cur its budger by $25 million. The University of CaliforniaBerkley could po~~ibly cut $28 million. Boston
University has pur a freeze on new hires and conscmcrion projecrs. And Perry said Eastern is doing
well thanks co conservative budgeting.
"'I here would have co be a significant change in
our state funding for us to start considering such
action," he said.
Eastern could, however, fed rhc dfcas of the
dire economy in 20 I0, 2011 and 2011. When
budget planning for fiscal year 20 i0 starts in rhe
spring. Perry said buying supplies, like paper.
would be the first item co be cue.
"Ihree important priorities will be maintained
when making cuts. Perry said rhe top priority is
Eastem's people. the university's programs and then
the steam plane. These are three good priorities co
have in mind when deciding budget cues for 201 O;
howt-ver, ocher aspects need co be addressed as a
priority as well.
Easrem has large retirement pools looming.
Eastern has seen 25 co 30 faculty members leave
each year. In late February, Blair Lord, provost and
vice president for academic affairs, said rhe number
is expected co increase within rhe nexr five years.
He also said Eastern is hiring an average of20
to 30 faculty members each year. and hiring efforts
would increase during rhe next five years.
·Ihat was in February. The economy was OK
then. With rhe market unstable and state appropri-

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Eastern could feel the effects of
the poor economy in 2010, 2011 and 2012.
• Stance: The university needs to adjust some
of its priorities as planning for 201 Odevelops.
ations still not ar the fucal year 2002 levd, Eastern
could see a deficiency in faculty members within
rhc next five years because of spending constraints.
This will affect srudcncs and rhe university. Ir will
affect Eastem's people who are Perry's number one
priority.
Another disconcerting point is rhe sream pl.mt
could he deferred once again ifscare funding is
cut. The current steam plant 1s celebrating its 80rh
Anniversary. This is the facility chat heats and cools
the campus and makes the campus run.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affitirs,
has said many times it's not a matter of if rhe steam
plant will break down; it is a macter of when it
breaks down.
Broken coal boilers in the sccam plant la~t winter led to an inacase in heating costs. The steam
plane is showing irs age and the plant, as Cooley
says, is mission critical for the university.
If the results of the energy audit this fall shows
the university cannot generate enough savings ro
pay for the entire $60 million to build a new power
plant, the university needs co make funding a new
power plane a priority as wdl.
Eastern cannot afford co wair another winter with rhe current sream plant. Ir has shown irs
cracks, and it is only a matter of time before the
facility finally breaks.
Jc will be interesting to sec if the administration
adjustS its priorities as planning fur 20 I0 dcvclops.
But only rime will tdl.

Make apathy a thing of the past
Student Senate's open forum "What's your
Beef?" Wednesday night was a good idea.
Student Senate allowed people to hash out their
problems and share concerns.
But once again students were apathetic and
didn't show up. Ir was sort ofexpected since many
srudenrs on campus appear to be apathetic about
issues chac din:ctly concern chem.
The forum was intended to allow students to
address concerns and issues they have with the senare.
.
Srudcnc Senate member Jeffrey White said rhis
forum was a perfect opportunity fur students like
Ashley Nolan, a senior English major, to come our
and talk about their issues.
"This is a great opportunity," he said. "We wane
to talk co srudents and also tell them 'this is what's
going on and whar do you chink abour chis."'
Srudencs were allowed co approach the podium
and share their concerns; however, Nolan was the
only student to do so.
Nolan approached the podium and shared her
concerns about rhe Electronic Writing Portfolio.
Srudent Senate and other organizations have
cried tq m,akc srudents more active on campus.

OUR VIEW
• Sltu~n: Only one student addressed Student Senate at its forum, •what's Your Beef?•
• Stance: Students need to be less apathetic
and take advantages of forums like this.
College Democrats both defended issues associated with the upcoming election in rhe Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union last week.
The debate was fairly well attended, including athlcres, members of fraternities and sororiries,
Srudent Senate and srudent government members.
lhe goal was correct in trying to promote political awareness and voting. The most important
ching is chat student government took the initiative and helped sponsor the event.
'These cwo events and other upcoming events
show an initiative from srudcnt government bodies chat they care about the student body and rhe
issues chat concern students.
It's time fur students to respond. This should
not only happen in an election year, but ir should
happen every year and all-year long. This generation has always been referred co as an apathetic
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>>Bailout
FROM PAGE l

For him, it is a c:uch-22.
This is because while credic tightens on chcir end, his business exrends
their terms, which makes chem
incrca.~e operating money.
Junior marketing major Adam
Krischel said he enjoyed che responses from the paneliscs.
"I liked the way they puc somerhing so big in terms college students
can understand," Krischel said. "And
hearing the strcngch of che dollar
surprises me because I always hear
ic's bad, but they say it's not."
Jeanne Dau, dirccror of rhe Business Solucions Center, believed the
presencacion wem well because she
personally learned so much from the
professionals.
"I learned so much char it will
help us wich helping cnrrepreneurs,''
Dau said.
Janice Spraker, staff member of
the New Student Programming, said
she is glad she attended chis prcsenrarion because she fdc reassured in
what knowledge she knew abouc the
financial crisis.
"Ir helps co reinforce how ir was
affecting the big and small businesses." Spraker said. "Ir was a diverse
panel, and I am glad I got co hear
whar che cxperrs had co say."
For che most pare, Schultz said he
had the best rimes in business in che
first half of che year, bur che second
half was a bit more challenging.
"We really chink this is more of
a Wall Street problem racher than a
Main Srrecc problem, even though
che politicians and the pundits
would like co say they are bailing out
Main Srrccr. l sec ic as a bailout of
Wall Street."
For locaJ banks, Dan Downs said
chey have nor changed cheir criteria because of the crisis chc Uniccd

States has seen.
The panelists compared the economic situation to che Great Depression
"This is the early stage of the
recession. As far as how severe it's
going to get is someching we are
going to have co see as it plays out,"
Whicaker said.
Shultz can see chis crisis ending
in the years to come.
"I think the stock market is generally a leading indicator in whac
is going co happen," Schultz said.
"1l1is will probably (be) one of our
severe recessions, and I think we will
scare to sec us come ouc of ir sometime in ~009 and probably by 2010
for sure.
The moderators asked for advice
the panel had for business students.
Schulcz advised students co find
an industry that excites chem and gee
a job there in any position.
"What you want co c.lo is just
learn," Schulcz said. "I would go co
work and learn as much as I could
and five years from now, I would
stare a business in char field."
Cheryl Noll, interim chair of rhe
department of business, thought
the night went well and she was
glad co sec how many students
took interest along with communicy businesses.
"I was glad co see the smdcnrs
connect with che locaJ business,"
Noll said.
Schultz said che United Stares has
gone through past economic struggles and people have co realize the
United Stares overcame chem.
"As I look in the future, I chink
the best days in che U.S don'c lie in
the past ... but our besc days lay in
the future," he said. "lc's because che
young people in this room ... chat
wilJ make rhis councy bcm:r rhan ic
is coday."
8r1ttm Gate1a can be reached at 581
7942 or at bmgaraO@eHJ edu.

>>Laugh

MORE INFO

FROM PAGE l

oMldCNstll.............
mldcoastl .tripod.com

Cole said his jokes are simple.
"I just observe everything," he
said.
Chasticy Washington said chc
show is going co be a blast.
"There is going co be a great deal
of fun," she said. "We (are going to)
have a ball."
~hlngton has also been seen
on BET Comic View and has produced and directed her own oncwoman show "Evening of Expres.
s1on.
Washington said she is going to
calk about every day experiences
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when she performs.
"I'm gone calk about college
experiences, club experiences, work
experiences, sororicy experiences,"
she said.
Washington said she loves being

>>Cancer
FROM PAGE 1

By June 2005, Klem completed all treatments but said she was
devastated when she und out her
younger sister was soon diagnosed
with breast cancer as well
ThlS prompted her to sec a
gencucist to seek advice on what
to do.
"I didn't connect the dots
because I knew my mom had breast
cancer and I knew her relatives had
breast cancer, Klem said.
But 1t wasn r untd my sister
came up with breast cancer that
I scatted to connect the dots and
thought there must be something
genetic here."
The gcnct1C1St said since she did
not have BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes,
her doctor told her there had to be
other genes that caused her breast
cancer.
After months of .research and
finding an online support group
she decided she wanted to have
a complete bilateral mastectomy
wtth .immediate KCOnstruaJQn to
the breast.
This is when she had the Tram
Aap procedure.
"l did not want to run the risk
of the rcoccurrcncc," Klein said. "I
could not enVIS.ion myself going
through the chcmo for round two
because ic was devascaung the first
wnearound."
The evidence showed the masteetomy would decrease her chance
of rcoccwrencc by 95 percent.
She felt that she could not pass
It up.
Sue Songer. intcmauonal student adviser and friend of Klein,
sa.id Klein IS brave for whar she
did.
·1 think Nia as a women who

on chc road wich che men of chc
show.
'Tm like chcir little sister," she
said. "Glad to be working with these
brothers."
Kelly "K-Dubb" Walker said he
cannoc wait for che show.
'Tm a real funny guy,'' he said.
'Tm acrually one hell of a scholar."
K-Dubb has been a part of chc
HBO series "Bad Boys of Comedy"
and has sold out shows from Los
Angeles to Japan.
K-Dubb said he plans co talk
about politics when he is on stage.
"I do quick jokes, and I'm real
quick with ic," he said. "You arc not
going to be bored, even if you don't
like me."

has f.lccd the fear of brca..r canc:tt
that most women fear, and I have
had so many friends that have had
to deal with breast cancer," Songer
said. "Nia's story IS so compelling."
An anonymous clinical nurse
from the Midwest Center for Plastic Surgery m Decatur said the
Tram Aap procedure ts common m
the area.
She said most doctors want
radiation done before any removal
of the breast.
She said by having the Tram
Flap procedure, a person will get
a more natural looking and fcding breast without havtng a foreign
implant.
She added this ts an option
paucnts like to hear because unlike
ampanrs, they can use cheir own
abdomen and skin co create che
breast they lost.
Songer said Klem made the
right decision.
Songer also said chat it must
have been a difficult dcci ion co
make.
The surgery took Klein five and
a half hours to complete and took
the entire summer to recover.
"1he body you now have is not
the same body you were born in;
Klein said. "1hcrc will be many
days you will wake up and wonder
if you did the right thing."
Some say this IS a controversial
surgery because of the risks that
include the long length of being
under general anesthesia.
Some also say thts is a controversial surgery because a person
loses the ability to use the abdomen muscle.
"Some people my age need the
abdomen muscle to give your lower back support," Klein said. "It's a
huge risk to be under general anesthesia that long. It's a huge chance
of not waking up:
After the surgery, Klein said she

Lil' Rel, che host of chc comedy
show tonight, said he wants co leave
wich a good impression on chc students and alumni. "I want chem co
leave with chem knowing I am funny and pretcy much for them to
enjoy me," he said. "Hopefully, put
some smiles on some faces."
Lil' Rel has also been on shows
such as BET's Comic View, chc Lil'
Rel Show and P.Diddy's Bad Boys
of Comedy. Lll' Rel said when he
goes on college tours there is a loc
of cxciccmcnt. ""Ihcy have the best
energy," he said. "Hopefully, we can
get their minds off whatever is going
on with classes and whacnot."
Lil Rel' said chis is going to be an
explosive show.

•1 did not want to
run the risk of the
reoccurence.lcould
not envision myself
going through the
chemo for round
two because It was
devastating the first
time around.n
- Nia Kllen, graduate
student

was relieved.

The thought f living the
rest of my life for the . purpose
to check 1f the can er was back, l
didn't think I could (live under
that black cloud for the rest of my
life always wondering." Klein said.
"Because once you ger cancer
in one breast, you have a 50 percent change to gee 1t m che other
breast."
Klein said she encourages people to look mto scrccni~ if a person's family members have any type
of cancer.
Songer has already lose a dear
friend and co-worker, Nancy Britton.
She said she watched the disease
affect Brinon's body.
She did not want co sec another
friend go through the same, Songer
added.
She said she is glad Klem made
chc choice she did because it cook
away chc chance of getting cancer
again.
"Nia is a great example for c-0uragc and stttngch," Songer said.
Brittni Garcia an be reached at 581 •
1942 or or bmgQrda@eiu.edu.

"If you havcn'c gotten your tickers, you arc going to miss out on che
best night of your life," he said.
Sanford said when chc comedians go to colleges, chc response is
good and they cannot wait for them
co gee back.
"We make sure we have the
freshest, young hot comedians that
we know will get the job done," he
said.
Sanford said MEI knows how to
put on a show. "We arc chc producers of the honest comedy and musical shows sweeping che college circuits," he said.
Jessica Leggin can be reached at 5817942 or at Jmleggin@eiu.edu.

KAILA llROWNltG l1HE OM.Y EASTEM NEWS
Students paint pumpkins at the pumpkin painting table Monday night in Lawson Hall as part of the South Quad's Spooktacular put on by the South Quad residence
halls. The night offered many events, such as candy apple making, candy pokey and p~lnUng.r •

KARLA IROWNING l1HE OM.Y EASTEM NEWS
Kendall Davis, 5, debates on whether or not to take a piece of candy from
Courtney Meyer, a junior family and consumer science major, during the

Halloween~
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CAMPUS I LECTURE

Guest speaker re-.. . .~~
Historian shows
World War II In
three different
perspectives at lecture

give students and &culty a modified
"While bis lccturc is about the
version of the end of World War II end of the war, be will also give an
in the Pacific.
expanded and modified version of
1his is the third annual lecture the book," she said. "Some of his
that is co-sponsored by the James ugumcnts he made in the book
Jones Society, the College of Arts have been updated and he will share
and Humanities, the history depart- that also."
By JESSICA LEGGIN
ment and the English department.
Shelton said Hasegawa will presActivities Editor
Anita Shelton, chair of the histo- ent three different perspectives
ry department said the James Jones about War World II by presenting
Tsuyoshi Hasegawa, a specialist society bas agreed to raise the fund- the Americans, Japanese and the
in modem Russian/Soviet history ing for an endowed chair in World Russian/Soviet sides of the story.
and the Cold War, wants Americans War II that would reside in both
Shelton said he will bring these
to rttonsidcr their decision about English and history departments.
tbrcc stories together.
"Until WC raise the funds WC
"He will talk about the messagthe drop of two atomic bombs on
the .Japanese during World War II at agreed to have an annual lecture,• es sent back and forth bcnwcn the
7 tonight in the Doudna Fme Arts she said. "These lcctwcs arc a way countries and the decisions leaders
Ccnrcr Lecture Hall.
of showing intccest in the war and in each country had in mind,• she
Hasegawa, author of the 1995 bringing a scholar bccc.•
said.
book "Racing the Enemy: Stalin,
Sbdton said Hasegawa's lecture
Shelton said Hasegawa will talk
Truman and the Atomic Bomb• will will also be on the basis of bis book. about the impaa of the atomic

•

es history

"It is imperative that wc record
bombs during the war but also will
argue that the Russian/Soviet entry everything that they knew, saw and
experienced before it's gone," she
was also a significant factor also.
"Ultimately he is asking to said.
Shelton said she wants students
reconsider if dropping the bomb
was necessary and how (Americans) to come out to this event despite it
reached the decision to do so,• she being on Halloween night.
said.
"Please don't be discouraged that
Shelton said it is important for it is on Halloween," she said. "This
people to receive an angle from all is an excellent lecture."
Shelton said she knows there is
sides of the war.
"It's important because every still interest in the history of World
country continues to encountet War II.
challe~· she said.
"It is pertinent to our age because
Sbdton said World War II should we arc facing a war today; she said.
be studied and prcscrvcd.
"They always say it's harder to get
"This war is the biggest in scale out of a war then to get in and that
and is exceptional," she said. "Peo- is what we arc facing today."
ple perceive this war as being just."
Jessica Leggm can be reached ar 581Shelton said World War II veter7942 or or)m/egg1n@e1u.edu.
ans arc passing from our midst.

CAMPUS I MEETING

RHA dismsses ''Pack The Place'~ meeting attendance
Group covered Bond
Revenue Committee,
study abroad,
"Pack The Place"
By JOE WOJTYSIAK
Staff Reporter
1bc Residence Hall Association met Thursday night in Pemli!llicm:m Hall ce- dUaul attendance
of meetings and future plans for
campus events and living.

"We arc golttg to start enforc- office needs six or seven RHA
ing attendance for future meet- members to join the committee.
ings, and taking away voting priviAlso, study abroad represenleges for those members with poor tatives talked to RHA increasing
attendance: said Melissa Liedtke, student sign-ups for study abroad
secretary of RHA.
opportunities.
RHA discussed the Bond RevAnother on campus student
enue Committee. 1his commit- group that was present at the meettee is comprised of RHA members ing was The Agency, an on campus
who are responsible for deciding student-run public relations 6nn.
the room and board rates for the
lhe Agency spoke about its new
upcoming school year.
campmp ·~· 1'ba..
Madt Hadsifti, ~I •
•< JI 1qtyllil'1tf0 ti'faad'
Housing and Dining, said his increase student attendance at on

campus sporting events. "Pack
The Place" will focus specifically
on residence hall attendance.
Pri7.cs will be given to the first
200 residences from a dorm that
attend the senior game at 1:30
p.m. on Nov. 15. They will receive
free Eastern athletic bags. The residence ball with the most attendance will get a pizza party for the
entire ball.
~ct'ft been talking abour 'Pack
1ht Plice CYCDt,' so stay posted for
more information to tell your res-

idenccs," said RHA president Justin Schuch.
Schuch also reminded members that next week RHA will be
going to reservation dining after
the meeting and encouraged people to sign up
The next RHA meeting will
take place at 5 p.m. on Nov. 13 in
Lawson Hall.
Joe Wojrysiak can be reached or
581-7942 or or dennewsdesk@gmail
com.

NATION I ELECTION 2008

Palin says Obama infomercial short on specifics
'

The Associated Press

ERIE, Pa. - Republican vice
presidential candidate Sarah Palin said Thursday that Democrat
Barack Obama offered few national sccuriry spccifia in the infomercial be broadcast the night before,
accusing him ·of trying to •soften
the focus" in the campaign's final

days.
"In times of economic worry and
hardship - crisis that we're in right
now - someone is attempting to
put those concerns aside on Election Day - national security issues,"
Palin told about 6,000 people at a
convention center rally.
The Alaska governor said Obama
had "wrapped his dosing message in

a warm and fuzzy scripted infomercial intended to soften the focus in
these closing days. He's hoping that
your mind won't wander to the real
challenges of national security, challenges that he isn't capable of meeting."
She said Republican presidential
candidate John McCain is ready for
that challenge.

Obama spent about $4 million
on a half-hour campaign commercial broadcast Wednesday night on
several network and national cable
stations.
Palin also said congressional
Democrats want sharp cuts in military spending, but now is not the
time to do that.
"We're fighting two wars ... They

think it's the perfect time to radically reduce defense spending. What
arc they thinking?" Palin said.
Palin received a smattering of
boos when she said she was glad to
be in the home state of the World
Series-champion Philadelphia Phillies. Northwestern Pennsylvania
baseball fans favor the Clcvdand
Indians or Pittsburgh Pirates.
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The Millenium Place
1305 4th Street offers

GREAT LOCATION AND
AMENmESI Fully furnished.
hot tubs. saunas. exercise
equipment and skylights!
THESE APARTMENlS ARE
HUGB
Floor plans for eotJps ct
3,4&5!

Unique Homes
Properties
(217) 345-5022

CAIL TODAY TO

SEE'llIEM!
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4
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIALS • Natural 24 pk
$10.99, Lite 18 bottles $1199,
Key Lt 30 pk. S 12.99, Svedka
Vodka 750 ml $9.99 Southern
Comfort 750 ml $12 99 N1kola1
Vodka 1.75 Ur. $9.99. Kegs In
Stoel< 18th Street at Jackson Ave
345-S722.
_ _ _ 10/31
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT!
Plus h.11s, wigs, makeup, beads,
b111hd.iy, and bachelorette stuff!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, 609
Sixth Stref'I, Charleston. Mon· Fn
Noon-6; Sat 10-2. 345-261 7
--~~---10/31

CREATE
YOUR
OWN
COSTUMES!
SPENCE'S
ON JACKSON.
MONDAYSATUROAY, NOON-6.
3451469
_ _ _ __ _ _ 10/31
Tutoring Available for Intro and
General Cht•mistry. Accounting
Call levels). Contact (58SI 5200012 or (5851520-1546.
_ _ _ __ _ _ 10f31
A BABY TO CHERISH' Debby
1s a Physical Therapist in a
ch1ldrt.1l' s hospital who dreams
of becoming a mom for the first
time. Barry is a loving husband
and TV producer who fills our
home with laughter and has .a
natural love for children. We
admire your strength in choosing
adoption. We're happy to help!
Call Debby directly at 1-800418-0212
debbyandbarryO
gmail.com
_ __ _ _ _ _ 11/14

for sale
SHOWCASE HOME: WOWll!
Will be your resporu;e as you tour
this rncredrbly beautiful, 3-level
dream ol a home. This property
should meet all your needs with
4-5 BR's, 4 baths, 2 fireplaces,
2 kitchens, sunroom, executive
office, master suite w/ European
shower, pool, gazebo, and stocked
pond, All set on 1.9 acres on the
southwest side of Charleston. Call
for a complete list of amenities
and features. Century 21, HuttonMatheny Realty, 25~6621.
_ _ _ _ _ 10/31
Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath House near campus for
s.ile. See at www.corrieappraisal.
com/917Astreet.
_ _ _ _ 00
A little bit of Country in Town!
Largebuilding lot w/ all city utilities.
Sec <it www.corrieappraisal.com/
DougL1sstre<:I.

________ oo
•

help wanted

Campu' Rec Now Hiring
Exp<•r1encl-d
Group
Fitness
and
Aerobics
Instructors.
Applrcatrons available at the
Student Rec Center and www.
elu.edu/campusrec
_ _ __ _ _ _ 10/31
!Bat1endmg! Make up to $250/
da) 1 No experience necessary,
training provided. 1-B00-965·
6520 ext. 23q ' '
12/15

~

roommates

Roommate wanted for 5 BR
hou-.c. 2 Blocks from EIU campus,
furnished, w/ internet hookup
S250/mo. plus utilitres. Call 217868-5S35 rt interested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/11
Bnttany Ridge- 3 roommat~
m'Cdro tor fall '09. No smol<1ng
or f)('ts. Rent starting at $250 plus
utilit1E'S. Very nice condition, 25
b.iths. Call K<'ndra 309-838-1966
_ _ _ _ _ 11121

•
Looking tor a temale or male ior
spring semester 2009. Kitchen,
living-room, W/D 3 Bedroom,
J Bath Each person ha\ own
Bedroom, Bathroom, & Walk in
Closet all utrlities included. 416/
mo. for more questions or contact
info call T1ffanee at 1-217-3431369,
_ _ _ __ _ __ 11/6
Female sub-lessor needed Spring
seme;tL'f 2009!
Brand new
townhouse!. on 9th St. Washer/
Dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage
disposal 3 bedroom, 2 and one
half bath. All wood and stone
floors! $350 a month. Call Ali
224·637-0036
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/12

f•'

torrent

lx-Oroom ap.1rtrnenls east side of

(',1mpus. Water, trash collections
pard, olt-strcet parking availablc>
No pet~. RCR Rent.ils, 345-5832 or
RCRRenta!s.com.
_ _ _ _ __ __ 10/31
NL'W construc:tlOfl' 3 Bedroom 3
Bath duplex 1ust e.1<;1 oi campll'- Be
tlw first to live 1n these new luxury
unrts! Stove, fridge, drshwa~her,
w.i~lwr/dryer, central air. RCR
RentJls, 34'i-5832 or RCRRC'nta!s
corn.
_ _ _ 1001
Room Av.1tlable rn Charle<>ton
with no depo<,rt Fully Furnished
with all utrliues, laundry fac1l1ty,
and tran\j)Ortatron (to EIU and
L..ikelandl For Only $3501 (5851
520-1546, 1585) 520-0012
_ _ _ _ _ _10/31
GREAT HOUSES on 11th St.
2, 4, <ind 5 BR.~ with W/D and
dishwashers. www.gbadgerrentals,
mm 345.9595
_ _ _ _ 1116
2 BR at 2152 11th St. New,
modem, c)o.;e, and quiet. www.
gbaclgerrentals.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11/6
5 BR, J Bath House • 2160 1llh St.
All new with everything, great yard
l 1/2 blocks to campus. www
gb.1dgerrmta!s.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/6

Female sub-lessor needed Spring
2009 Large, clean, new apt on
9th St. $350/mo plus utihtie>.
Call 847-987-0744.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/12

For Rent rall 09. 4 bedroom, 2
bath hoU5e 2 blocks from campu5.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher. Call
276-7003.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/7

Roommate wanted Spnng 2009
sem~ter: affordable, 1 bedroom
in 3 bedroom apartment located
1 block off campus. $320 per
month.
Furnished, friendly
roommates Call (847)-404-9496
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11n1

303 Polle 2+ BR. 2009-2010.
Stove, fridge, W/D, cable. $651Y
MO 630-88S-3543
_ _ _ _ _ _11/7

SUBLEASE FOR JANUARY! 1
BR apt. at 1518 1st SL www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Huge 1 Bedroom loft available
mid
December.
Hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings. Cable,
internet, water, trash included.
Pets welcome! $400/month. Call
217-474-7390
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

f•'

for rent

I lOUSE FOR RENT! 6 bedr~,
5 open, 3 full baths, full laundry
room, large kitchen and living
room, lo~ of space. Call 217-4963084
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31

House across from Doudna
Bu1ld1ng 4 people needed Chee~
1t out' WYow.e1uapts.com 3452416
_ _ __ _ _ _ _10/31
APARTMENTS, 2 BR, acr05-.s from
Doudna building. Check them out•
www.e1uapKcom 345-2416,
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1001
I IOUSE .lCross from Panther Paw,
S JX'ople needed. Check it out!
www.C'iuapts.com 345-2416
_ _ _ _ __ _ _10/31
Augu~t 09.

3and 6 bedroom houses
and 1-2 bedroom apartmenl'i
NKe locations. 345-2982 \\WW,
e1urentalproperties com.
_10/31
Ci>mpleicly
re
leleci ' one

3 BR 2.5 BATH TOWNHOUSE·
New construction, must see• Call
24 hrs., 630-505-8374.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/7
Le.bing for Aug '09 Campus View
StJ1tes. 4 BR, 2 Bath, furnished, w/
48 in tlat screen T.V. plus cable.
NexttoMarty's. Dave,232-1543
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11110
FALL 09: 5, 4, 3, 2 BEDROOM
HOUSES, 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
217-S49-3241
_ _ _ _ _ 11110
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: Fall 09-10. 4-S
bedrooms, refrigerator, dishwasher,
carpet, laundry, washer/dryer. ALL
BRAND NEW! Close to campll'MUST SEE!! 708-724-675311/12
GET THE HOUSE YOU WANT
BEFORE IT"S GONE! NOW
RENTING FOR THE 2009-2010
SCHOOL YEAR; 1,2,3,4, and 5
BEDROOM HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL TOM CP 708-7723711orCATHYCP217-254-1311
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WW\\ hallbcrgrentals.com
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 11115
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 2
hcdroom home. Washerldl)L>r,
tra~h and lawn service inc.luded
No pc·ts. $500/month. 345-5037.
www.chucktownrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/14
FALL '09: 4 and 5 hedroom homes
Wash!.'1'/Drycr, Cl'fltral air, trash,
and Ja,vn St.'IVKe provtded No
p<.'tS $300/per;on month. 3455037
WWW r hucktownrentals
I 1fl4

f•'

torrent

f•'

torrent

f•

for rent

House for rent Spring '09. $330/
mon, 1 BRw/garage Stopby2015
10th '>t Ca11Jim815-351-7089
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

rn<luck'() 617 W. Grant. $275 per
person, $500 for one. 217-3481075

HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES AT
WWW,E!PROPS.COM OR CALL
217-345-6210.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 00

4 BR house, 4 Students

AFFORDABLE
APARTMENTS
close to campus for guys or girls
Studio, 1, 3, 4 bedrooms. 34 56%7.

2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS S250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES, WID
TRASH. PHONE 345-n44, 649·
0651
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 00

Stove,
fr1clg<', W/D Close to campus
S275 person. 21 7-821-1970
_ _ _ __ _ _ _11/21

________ oo

2 lx.'Clroom, i bath duplex. $4351

____ ____ oo

month. Call 89~588
-"---11/21
JBD/2 BATH APT AT 2403 8th,
FURNISllED, ONLY 7 UNITS
LEFT, NEW STAO<ED W/D, ALL
INCLUSIVE PRICES $435 PER
PERSON 4 UNITS ALL TILED, OR
3 UNITS WITH NEW CARPET.
CALL 345·6210 OR VIEW AT
EIPROPS.COM
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12!01

GUYS! GIRLS! GREAT RATES!
Hou..csc low to campus: 2,3,4,5,6,7
lx."Clroom\. All appliances including
d"hwashel'> and washers/ dryers
345-6967
00
VILLAGE RENTALS 2009-2010
RP.Otals. 1 & 2 BR apts, 3 &4 BR
J"l<JUS('!,. Call 217-345-2516 for an
appomtmC'llt
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 00

Efik1ency, close to campus, $325/
month, including utilities, NC.
Male only, no smoking, no pet'
345-3232, days
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 RD HOUSE AT 1613 12th
STREET W/ BASEMENT OM/, WI
D, GARBAGE INCLUDED & NICE
BACKYARD. CALL 345-6210 OR
El PROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01

Driftwood apartment for rent. 2
bedroom iDr Fall '08. Special
pncrng: $5'i0 per month. 217276-45()(),
_ _ _ _ 00

FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
Bt>droom Apartments, two bloc.ks
fron1 Old Main, starting at $350/
MO. 217-549-1060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

For Rent: 5 and 6 bedroom hou..c;e.
one block off campus on 7th St. 4
bedroom apartment and stud'°"
available. Call 217-72~709.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Large I and 2 BR apts., extremely
close to campus. Only a couple
Im Great deal• 273-2048, 3456000
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00

for lease: 09-10. 2, J, 4, 5, 6
Bt'Clroom homes. Completeviewing
<it h!hr.org or 217-273-0675

Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt Water
and trash 1nclucled, off street
parl-ing $400/mo. Buchanan St
apt\ 345-126£>
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

NICE 2 BO APT AT 812 TAFr,
FREE W/D IN EACH UNIT,
FURNISHED, 2 UNITS ALL TILED,
2 UNITS ALL CARPET. $375 PER
PERSON, GARBAGE INCLUDED
CALL 345-6210 OR VIEVV AT
[!PROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
5 BO/ 1.5 BATH HOUSE, OR 6
BO/ 2 BATH HOUSE, ONLY 2
BIGGER HOUSES LEFT!•! WOOD
FLOORS, TILE. & NEW CARPIT,
NICE BACK PORCH, OM/, W/D,
& GARBAGE INCLUDED. CALL
345-6210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12!01
3 BD/2112 BATHROOM HOUSE,

OPEN FLOOR PLAN, WOOD
FLOORS, NEW CARPET, W/D,
DMI, FURNISHED, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/01
2 BR furnished apt. trash & water
included. $265/mon. AND 4 BR
Townhouses, 2 1/2 bath, W/D.
Trash 1nclucled. 3~5427or 5491957
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
HOUSES: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedrooms.
Washers/dryers, dishwashers, air.
Close to campus 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
RECENTLY
REMODELED. 5
bedroom, 2 bath house. CIO!oe
to campus Dishwasher, washer/
dryer, central arr. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NEW loft style apat1ment available
January 2009. www.ppwrentals.
com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW RENTING FALL '09. EARLY
BIRD SPECIALS. Brittany Ridge
Town~....
3-4 bedrooms
Rcfngerator, stove, water, trash,
central air 234-7368

___ oo

llU Students, we have the place for
you! 1812 9th St. offers 1, 2, 3, 4
BR apts. They are fully furnished
and updated. Parking and trash
1ncluck.'Cl, laundry on prelll'>C"i,
and dusk·to-dawn security lighting.
Locally ownt.>d tor 14 yea"' Pica~
call to schedule a showing 34~
0673, le.ave a message.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00
Leasing Spri°& 2009! 2 BR apt
cmtral air, \\fd, no pet<;, trash

_ _ _ _ _ 00

We Have the Unit for You! Royal
HPights 1509 S. 2nd 3brll .5ba
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd
waterlint!cable Lynn-Ro 1201
At1hur 1,2,3br wld in all units.
Stop by office at 1509 S. 2nd or call
345-0936 lsrozek«&aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ 00
YOU CAN'T GET ANY UOSER!
Park Place Apartment is renting
for Fall 2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apartment. We have the
size and price to fit your needs.
Stop by 715 Grant Ave, #101 or
call 34~1479 ParkPlaceMgmtO
aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS.
bedroom apartments available
August 2009. www.ppwrentals.
com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL!

Apt. with 1 bedroom loft. Furnished
for a couple or single. $385 for 1
or $435 for 2. 112 duplex-I block
N of O'Bnen Field for school year
2009-2010. Call Jan 345-8350.
_ _ _ _ _ 00

WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS
COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Ladies: large 5, 6, and 7 BR
houses, 112 block from campus. 10
MONTH LEASES. www.te-jrentals.
com 345-5048
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00

Large 1 bedroom, five blocks from
Old M.im W/D $37.5/month. No
pets. 273-1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Nice 3 bedroom house. CA. W/D,
bar, oft.~ parking. Call 217202-4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3
bedrooms with individual leases
AND roommate matching. Our
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, PHONE, WATER.
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we
give you $60-$75 toward your
monthly electric bill!!! ... AND
THAT'S NOT ALL! We have a 24hour clubhouse that offers a tanning
bed, fitnes.s center, game room,
and compu1er lab with unlimited
pnntmg. CALL 345-6001 or visrt
www.apartmentseiu.com today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITIANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: 3-4 bedroom,
$200 j}'p. Refrigerator, stove, watel',
trash, central arr. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
OLDETOWNE
APARTMENTS
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
Cl IOOSE FROM. 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

N!'W rour Bedroom Apartments
Extremely Close to Campus. Acros1
from Lintz. Fully Furnished $400'
month. Grantvrew' Apartme!ll5
345-3353.

L.1d1es· Furnished 2&3 BR apt..\
_ __ _ _ _ 00
B~ deals! 10 MONTH LEASES,
te-1rentals.com 345-5048
Umvers1ty Village· 4 bedroom
- - - - - - - - 00
hou~. $450/per person. All
FOR 2009·2010: VERY NICE 1, utilitres rnduded. 345-1400
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AND
TOWNHOUSES.
ALL FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS
lXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR WATER & TRASH INCLUDED
MORE INFORMATION, CALL PLENTY
OF
OFF-STREEl
217-493-7559, OR VISIT US AT PARKING, BUCHANAN ST APTS
www mye1uhome.com.
CALL 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ 00
00
EASTERN ILUNOIS PROPERTIES 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms Trash and
NOW SHOWING 200Y-2010 parking included. Great locatJon
2,3,4 5,6,7,8
BEDROOM Call 217-345-2363.
_ _ _ 00
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES

SPORTS
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»Football

OVC PASS DEFENSE

FROM PAGE 12

Team

"We're on the road at their place,"
Griffin said. "We've goc co worry about playing the Panchers, and
that's it. I know they're disappoinred
with last week, and I know they're
playing physically."
The Racers had the benefit of a
bye week lase week co deal with Eastcrn's physical sryle of play.
"le gave us an opportunity to get
a couple exua praetices in and then
get a little rest, which 1 chink hdps
anybody ac chis poinc in the sea.son,"
Griffin said.
Those praetices could help che
Racers prepare for the Panthers'
defense - especially Eascern's defensive backs.
Eastern has che cop pass defense
in the OVC. The Panthers allow just
169.8 passing yards per game. Eastern has I 0 interceptions this season in contrast co just seven passing
touchdowns allowed.
"I know they're very good in the
back end, and I chink they're very
good on defense, period," Griffin
said. "The stars, again, I've always
thrown them out. We just watch the
tape and make our evaluations."
Despite having a strong defense,
Spoo said one of the Panthers' biggest problems right now is depth on
the offensive line, which does nor
bode well playing against a team chat
averages nearly two sacks per game.
"Up fronc, offensively speaking,
our offensive line has gotten hit with
quite a few injuries chis year," Spoo
said. "It's hard to gee any continuity
up there."
Eastern gave up five sacks on Sat-

1. E. Illinois

YPGAllowed
169.8

2. Tennessee St.
3. Jacksonville St
4. Murray St.
5.UTMartin
6. E. Kentucky
7. SE Missouri
8. Tennessee Tech
9. Austin Peay

199.6
205.5
210.4
211.3
214.9
215.6
221.2
221.9

OVC PASS OFFENSE
Team
1. Murray St.
2. SE Missouri
3. Jacksonville St.
4. Tennessee St.
5.UTMartin
6. Tennessee Tech
7. E. Kentucky

YPGGalned
247.9

8. E. Illinois

169.1
147.0

9. Austin Peay

2432

228.4
224.4
220.8
208.4
204.6

urday against the Colonels. le was
the most since the Panthers' front
five gave up four sacks against Illinois on Sepr. 6.
Eastern red-shirr junior guard
Chaz Millard said it is hard to have a
good chemistry on the offensive line
when a different combination of five
linemen plays each game.
"Ir's not like us co give up chat
many sacks in a game,., Millard
said after che loss co Eastern Kenrucky. "Playing guys that aren't used
to playing and guys char just don't
know whac's going on all the rime,
ic definitely affected our pass protection I think."

>>Haring
FROM PAGE 12
There are several ways in which
communication can become unconsrrucrive. Criticism can cause a
teammate to lose confidence and
composure and ultimately make the
team suffer.
In order co avoid chis, criticism must be positive and constructive and hdp a player perform better. Besides the words a person can
use, when, where and how criticism
is used can be unconstruccive as well.

for rent

ally lose bis respect and admiration
from the ream and will ultimately be
tuned our.
Teams char are filled with players
that are consrancly negative generally
underachieve and perform ar a level
beneath their expectations.
Correctly using communication
could make the difference between a
good sea.son and a failed sea.son.
Ari Horing is a junior on the men~ soccer ream and a sociology major. He can
be reached ac 581-7944 or or akhoring@
e1u.edu.
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GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

Scoct Richey con be reached or 5817944 or ac srnchey@e1u.edu
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Although negative communication
like yelling and cursing can be usefol. it needs co be used at the right
time and right place.
If a player does immediately need
co be reprimanded, then it should be
done privately during a stoppage.
For a team leader, communication is a very important tool. A ceam
leader needs co know when it's the
right time co give your teammates
an earful. Poor communication can
become the downfall of a leader.
If a leader is conscancly negative
at the wrong times, he will evenru-

a

'•'

torrent

FALL '08 QUALITY/CONVENIENCE. 3 and 4 bedroom apts Furnished and
2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Washer & Unfurnished-Awesome
Location!
Dryer included. 1-2 blocks from campus. jbapartments.com 217.345.6100
217)493-7559 www.myeiuhome.com
--------00
--------00
1 and 2 Br apartments on the square. All
1,2,3,4 bedroom Houses and Duplexes, utilities included except electricity. $475Campus side! Only seconds away! www. $500. Call 234-7368
iensenrentals.com 21 7.345 .6100
--------00
--------00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600-$700 per
Close to campus: 3 bedroom house avail. month. 6 to choose from. Call 234-7368.
2008-09. CA w/ heat pump, W/D, new - - - - - - - - 0 0
carpet 10-12 mo lease. $900/mo. 549- 2, 4, and 5 BR houses and 1 BR luxury
5402
apartments. Great locations, very close.
--------00
www.gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
NOW
RENTING
FALL '08-'09: - - - - - - - - 0 0
Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3 bedrooms. All 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely close to
ulllities, cable. and internet included. campus. Great Price! (217) 2S4-0754
234-7368
--------00
--------00
20091201 O school year. 3-6 bedroom
3 BR apt. for tease. 1051 7th St. No pets. houses. Washer/dryer, NC, off street
345-7286, www.jwilliamsrentals.com
parking. 10 month lease. Call 273-1395.
- - - - -- - - 0 0
--------00
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St. and Driftwood apartments now renting for
1041 7th St No pets. 345-7286, www. 2009. 2 BR, W/D, enclosed deck. Very
JWiltiamsrental.com
nice. $585/month. 217-276-4509.
· - - - - - - - - - 00
--------00
Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6 BR. Close Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments
mcampus, laundry, parking, no pets. 345- renting studio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for
ns6, www.jwilliamsrentals.com
2009/2010. Very close to campus and
affordable rent. Call 345-6000. Email
· - - - - - - - - - 00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX. LincPineApt@consolidated.net.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER/ - - - - - - - - 0 0
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL. Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments has 2
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL bedroom apartments available. Call 34512171493-7559 OR VISIT US AT WWW. 6000. Email LincPineApt®consolidated.
MYEIUHOME.COM
, net.
----------00
--------00

!tfCrossword
ork ~imes

ACROSS
1 Source of
troubles
12 _of God
is "laterr
16 What the 1939
50,000-word
novel "Gadsby"
completely lacks

o Insurance

providers, for
15
short
44 "Super Trouper"
group. 1980
11
45 Kind of delay
19
4f> Poke
47 Packers QB
22
whose #15 jersey
is retired
11 Bank offerings
LAX datum
48
18 "Uh-huh"
49 One end of the
19 Turns down
Welland Canal
20 Spirit
s2 Hi·_
21
leaf
53 At someone's
35
22 Irritation suffix
mercy
23 Irritated, after "in" 54 Ones needing
37
career
25 Like most music
counseling,
42
26 Persian, e.g.
maybe: Abbr.
21 Not yet delivered, ss Shell locations
45
after "in"
28 W.W. II air ace
DOWN
who lent his name 1 Eat out?
to an airport
2 Hindu drink of the s2
29 Wee hour
gods
54
30 Meyerbeer output
3 Play with the
line "Hell is other
31 _Day
people"
(September 19)
4 Guys
35 How some dares
g_
Santiago,
s Revolutionary
are done
1987 N.L Rookie
patriot James
of the Year
36 Outline
6 Start to smell,
10 City near Provo
31 Bar tenders?:
maybe
Abbr.
11 Scratches, with
1 Union inits.
"our
3s Places for dust to
starting in 1886
12 "later!"
collect
8 ·wen, I'll be!," as
n 200 milligrams
39 Assn.
it might be said
42 Apparently is
on September 19 14 Like soldiers
known as
Gurkhas
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
21 Stick
DE B
23 Wiped out,
slangily
24 Top
25 What debaters
debate
21 Hedge word
29 "That's fine"

The University Board will show the original "The Exorcist• Friday, October 31st at 7

m. in Buzzard Auditorium. The cost 1s free, and prizes will be given away.
..- - - - - - - - 1 o n 1
The University Board will show uswing Vote", starring Kevin Costner, Saturday,
vember 1st at 7 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. Just in time to celebrate the presidential
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30
31
32
33
34

38
39

40
41
44
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47 "This instant!•
Pendant
adornments
Some diner
equipment
It has a long
49 Record
tongue
Student excuser
Live folk album of
1968
so Bit of chicken
D.T.'s
Italian restaurant
feed
chain
TV newswoman
Soledad
Doorstep
numbers?
s1 Org. with the
2600 (hit
product of the
annual Eddie
1970s-'80s)
Joe
Gottlieb Trophy
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VOLLEYBALL I WEEKEND PREVIEW

Eastern brushes up on passing
Panthers to play
Edwardsville for first
time outside
of exhibition

OVC STANDINGS

By BOB BAJEK

Staff Reporter
After the Panthers (4-19, 1-12
Ohio Valley Conference) dropped
their fifth straight match against Tennessee Marcin, head coach Lori Bennen was not pleased with the .178
hining percentage effort.
Bennen had Eastern working on
p3$ing drills before the weekend's
conference matches.
Southeast Missouri (10-11, 8-5
OVC) will host Eastern 7 p.m. Friday at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The Panthers will cravd to
F.dwardsville to Face off 4 p.m. Satwday against Southern Illinois
F.dwardsville (9-11) for the first time
in history.
Freshman setter Hannah Deterding said she and her teammates were
working on passing during practice.
Eastern posts a season hitting percentage of .12 l.
Straight passing drills have some
players serving while some try to
pass, Deterding said. If two or more
points in a row were recorded, the
player would receive points.
·we're going co keep getting better," Deterding said.
Bennett also made an offensive
switch during the Tennessee Marcin march Tuesday. She decced nor
to play senior middle blocker Lauren
Sopcic until late in the third sec.
Bennett picked middle blockers
Mdanie Boykins and Jorie Dieter co
start instead of Sopcic.
·we've been seeing some good
offensive numbers in Mel and Jorie
in the last few matches," Bennett
said. "We saw a place where Sopcic
could make a difference."
Southern Illinois Edwardsville
replaced Samford as the 11 th member of the OVC on June 11. SIDE

» OVC
FROM PAGE 12

Junior Eric Pedersen said it is
good for the men to get a chance
co run on Sunday especially because
they are running a l 0-kilometer
raa.
"Usually you don't get a chance
co run a (10-kilometer race) until
Regionals and Nationals," Pedersen

345-6533

Team

ovc

MOR
TTU
APSU
SEMO
MUR
UTM
TSU
JSU

10-2
10-2
9-3
8-5
7-5
6-6
4-8
4-8
2-10

Overall
19-5
13-9
17-7
10-11
10-12
8-18
6-14
5-16
6-16

EIU

1-12

4-19

EKU

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI !THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman middle blocker Melanie Boykins returns a serve during the
Panthers' match against Tennessee Martin on Tuesday night at Lantz
Arena.

''We played them in the spring, so we have a
little familiarity with them. We're treating this
as a conference team:'
- Eastern head coach Lori Bennett on SIU Edwardsville
upgraded from a Division Il program and will not fully be a confer-

ence member until 2011. However, the Cougars defeated three OVC

said. "So che people who are running
in Urbana will have a better idea of
what it is like running (that type of
race) before Regionals, which is a bic
of an advantage thac even guys running ac conference won't get."
Masaner said he expects his reams
to go our and run their own, controlled races bur also keeping in
mind the ocher teams that he thinks
arc going co presenr a lot of competition.
"Our guys need to beat More-

head and SEMO's guys," Masancr
said. "Our fifth guy has to be better
than their fifth guy ifwe are going ro
knock them off and place where we
wanr co place. The gals need co ger
our in good position and stay there
while keeping an eye on SEMO and
Tennessee Tech jerseys."
Junior Mario Castrejon said the
Panthers are so similar to Morehead
and SEMO talent wise that the Panthers need to make sure they hold on
and stay in the race with those teams
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ILLINOIS-CHICAGO

Panthers
try to snap
losing streak
Flames provide tough
weekend opponent
By ARI HORING

Staff Reporter

the whole time.
"We need to really watch out
for them because one body or two
ahead of our second or third runners is going to make the difference between us placing in second
or third or fourth," Castrejon said.
"We are running our own race, but
we really have co keep an eye on the
other guys."

The Eastern men's and women's
swimming teams will get back co the
pool ac 2 p.m. Saturday against Illinois-Chicago at Flames Natatorium.
Both Eastern teams are 1-2 rhis
season after losing their last two dual
meets against Evansville and Ball
Scare, and the dual meet against the
Flames will provide an opportunity to break out of the ·stump and end
the Panthers' losing streak.
Eastern sophomore Cody Showers said he is expecting a better performance from the men's team's mcec
against Evansville.
"I'm expecting our ream co go out
and get our best times of the season,"
Showers said. "I think we will definitely improve from last weekend."
Eastern junior Emily Immel said
she expects all of the Panthers' training this week to pay off against Illinois-Chicago.
"With the way we've been practicing, ir should be a close meec,"
Immel said.
Both the Illinois-Chicago men's
and women's teams are 0-1 on the
season after narrowly losing ro
Wright State in their home opener
on Saturday. Immd said she c:xpeccs
the Flames to be a formidable opponent
Eastern sophomore Tim Mathieu
agreed with Immel and said IllinoisChicago will be a rough opponent.
"VIC will be the best ream we
raced so fu.r," Mathieu said.
Illinois-Chicago sophomore Kdly Hashoian won the 1,000-yard
and 500-yard freestyle races against
Wright Scace. Flames' freshman Zach
Von Swol made it a sweep in the
long-distances races with fuse place
finishes of his own in the 1,000-yard
freestyle and the 500-yard freescyle.
lmmd said a key for the women's
ream to succeed would be supporting
each other.
"Ar Evansville, they didn't have
close quarters, and we didn't get t0
cheer each other on," Immel said.
"When we support each other, we
rend co swim better."

Brandy Provaznik can be reached at
581-7944 or at blprovaznik@eiu.edu.

Ari Horing can be reached at 581-7944
or at akhoring@eiu.edu.

rivals this season.
Bennen said char her squad knows
the Cougars' srylc of play a llrcle and
will play like chis is a big match.
"We played them in the spring
so we have a lircle fu.miliariry with
them," Bennett said. "We are treating this as a conference team."
Cougar sophomore outside hitter Sydney Winslow has 217 kills,
a ream high. Senior setter Mallory
Clemencs has helped position Winslow to score frequently by dishing
OUl 636 assists.
Southeast Missouri swept the
Panthers Oct. 2 at Lann Arena.
The Redhawks had 45 kills and
notched a .286 hitting percentage.
Bennett described Eascern's strategies
for countering the Redbirds offensive.
"Their outside attack can be very
strong, so we want to do some blocking and defense," Bennen said. "They
dig a lot of balls which is rough. We
have to serve cough co get them out
ofsystem."
Eascem will watch Southeast
Missouri sophomore outside hiccer
Claire Keaton. She gained 11 kills in
the Oct. 2 match and leads her team
with 251 spikes.
To beat these teams, Dieter thinks
the solution is simple: hard work.
"We need co work on what we
need to work on, specifically nor letting teams go on big runs," Dieter
said.
Bob Ba1ek can be reached ar 581-7944
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MEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN AT MISSOURI STATE
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Rested Panthers ready for road match
Team still seeking
first conference win
of the season
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor
After irs firsc full week wirhouc
marches since lace September, the
Eastern men's soccer ceam will travd co Missouri Seate searching for
their first win in the Missouri Valley
Conference.
Eastern (5-8-3, 0-3-0 MVC) will
play the Bears at 7 p.m. Saturday in
Springfield, Mo.
1hc match will be the second
co the last for the Panthers in che
MVC and is importanr for seeding
in the conference tournamenc.
Eastern sophomore forward Alex
Harrison said che week off has been
good for che Panthers.
"We have had a chance to shake
the cobwebs our," Harrison said. "In
our last few games, we have gotten
tired coward the end, but this week
we had a chance co resc up."
He said this week the Panthers
have had an entire week co prepare
for an opponenr, noc just one or
two days.
Junior defender Chris Pearson
said he feds relaxed for the fim time
since near the start of the season.
"I know when we had five games
in a screech of cwo week.~ it was
cough mentally and physically,"
Pearson said. "To juggle playing and
schoolwork - ic was cough. Bue for
the first time in a while I feel reset(..

Pe-.irson said cne three years he
has played the Bears (S-8-4, 2-11 MVC) rhey have always been a
cough hardworking team.
"We are going co have our hands
full," Pearson said. "They have good
forwards and will try to close down

AMIR PRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior forward Brad Peters attempts to volley a ball into the goal in the Panthers' 3-1 loss to Evansville on Saturday afternoon at Lakeside Field. Peters
leads Eastern with nine goals and Is second on the team in assists. He has scored 22 points this season - a team high.
on us like the rest of the teams in
the conference. We know chis is
going to be a tough match, and they
will play hard the fuJJ 90 minutes."
Harrison said Missouri Stace is a
good ream chac has already played
well against tough reams in the conference.
Missouri Seate has been a surprise
in chc MVC so far chis year. After
being picked co finish last in preseason coaches' poll. Missouri Stare
sits at third in che conference with
wins againsr Evansville and Bradley. '1lic Bcars':l1 o tied Cr8ghmn 00 on Oct. 21. The Bluejays are No.
3 ccam in che narion according to
the National Coaches Association of
Americ..1
The Bears have played balanced
offensively so far this season wich

We have to score a goal early and protect the
lead. Lately we have been chasing teams, and
we cannot do that. "

11

- Chris Pearson, Eastern junior defender

five players scoring ac least two
goals. Freshman midfielder Heath
Melugin leads the way for Missouri
Stace with three goals and one a~isc.
Defense and goalkeeping have
been two of the keys co rhe Bears'
success this season so far in MVC
play. Missouri Scare is third in the
conference in goals allowed per
macch with 1.06.
Sophomore goalkeeper Alex

Riggs is tied for second in the league
with five shurouts. He also leads the
conference with 16 saves.
Pearson ~aid for the Panthers co
gee a victory chey have co go back
and do whar chq did well early in
the season.
"I chink even though we are
going on rhe road we have to play
our game," Pearson said. "We have
co score a goal early and protect the

lead. Lately we have been chasing
teams, and we cannot do chac. We
have co create chances and capicalize"

Harrison said a win for the Panthers is imponant for both the
league standings and physiologically for the team.
"We definitely need a win in
conference before the Creighton
game and before we reach the conference tournament," Harrison said.
"We need co get our winning feeling back."
Harrison said the way the Panthers have looked so far chis week
in practice makes him confident the
Panthers will win che march.
Don Cusack can be reached at 581-

1944 or at dscusack@e1u edu

WOMEN' S BASKETBALL I EASTERN VS. BRESCIA COLLEGE (EXHIBITION)

Focus important for Panthers_in season opener
Exhibition to test
team's effort in practice
By KEVIN MURPHY
Man~ging Editor
Eastern head· coach Brady Sallee
knows the Eastern women'i. ba.~ket
ball team can be successful, bur che
team has to focus on the goals it sec
for the season.
lhac
includes
rebounding,
defense, free throw shooting and

cu movers.

They will get a chance co improve
upon all those aspeccs as the Panthers begin che season with an <..'Xhibicfon game againsc Brescia College
at 3 p.m. on Sunday ar Lancz Arena.
''(Defense) was where we hung
our hat lase year, and we'll continue
co do that," Sallee said.
The Panthers, which lost in the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
Championship game last season,
returns all five starters and only lost

two players from last year's squad.
"We've got co be able to (lead che
conference in rebounding) again,"
Sallee said.
That will be easy with 6-fooc-2
Eastern senior forward Rachel Galligan who was eighrh in che conference in rebounding (6.6 rebounds
per game).
One can also add in red-shire
junior guard/forward Dominique
Sims' 4.9 rpg. senior forward Lindsey Kluempcrs' 3.8 rpg, junior for-

ward Maggie Kloak's 4.1 rpg and
include senior guards Bien Canale
and Megan Edwards' combined 6.1

rpg.
'Ihe Panthers finished in rhe top
I 0 in the nation in free throw per-

centage (.786) and fourth best in
scoring defense in the league (63.7
points per game).
"We feel like if we do chose four
rhings, regardless of who we're playing - things should rake care of
themselves," Sallee said.

Canale isn't concerned with what
ocher reams arc domg at chis point.
"Ir's abour what we do," she said.
"We wane to go out and execute the
things we've been working on in
practice: defense, rebounding, turnovers, gening co the free chrow line.
We want to make we do what we
do. And that'll cake care of the other team."
Kevin Murphy can be reached at 581 ·

7944 or at kjmurphy@e1uedu.
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MEN'S & WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY I OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Championship course a challenge

Wofford at Appalachian State I

Masanet wants team to
keep pace with same
talent level runners

TRIPLE THREAT

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 tonight on ESPN2

By BRANDY PROVAZNIK
Staff Reporter
Sophomore Derek Ericson is not
worried abouc che hills at che Ohio
Valley Conference Championships
course at Jaycee Golf Course in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
"My home course in high school
had a lot of hills, and chey were
probably even bigger chan che ones
on SEMO's course, so I will definitely be ready for chem," Ericson said.
Ericson has a specific plan for
pushing chcough and attacking the

Michael Jordan

Face it The NBA has dropped
in popularity since the end of the
Michael Jordan (above) era. The
Celtics-Lakers Finals last season
brought back some nostalgia from
a better time In professional basketball, but the pro game is still not
as popular as Its part-time seasonal counterpart (the NFL). The 2009
season kicked off Wednesday night
Are you excited?

hills.
"You make sure you pick up your
speed a little on che way up the hill,"
Ericson said. "Ac che top, you are a
lictle taken for breath but you can
still roll with it and you know after
that it is eicher going robe a srraightaway or downhill, so it's pretty easy
from there."
Junior Erin O'Grady said chere
were a lot of rolling hills at their last
meet in Evansville two weeks ago.
"We all did prercy well at Evansville, and I chink it is great chat we
can take how we did there and jusc
build on it," O'Grady said. "We
have done a lot of hill workouts lately, and we will be able to handle it. Ir
is all in our legs. We just have to gee
our there and get it done."
Eastern head coach GeoffMasanet
said making che decision of who was
going co compete at the conference
meet and who was nor was cough.
But he said he is happy chat it gives
him more options of who can run at
che NCAA Regionals.

Here are three early-season storylines for the diehards out there.

AMIR PREUBEJ'IG !THE DAILY EAffiRN NEWS

Senior Jake Larson, junior Nie Atkinson, junior Wes Sheldon and senior Kyle Swynenberg train on the Panther
Trail on Oct. 20. Eastern runs in the Ohio Valley Conference Championships on Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"We had quite a few quality guys
capable of being on che conference
roster," Masanet said. "I jusc bad co
look at how each guy was performing ac chis point."
Masanet said for che first time he
is giving che people not running at
che conference meet a chance to still
compete in a meet this weekend.
On Sunday, the people who did
not run at che OVCs on Saturday
will get a chance ro race ar a meet in

Urbana.
"I wanted to give che people chat
weren't running at conference some-

OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS
•Where: Jaycee Golf Course; Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
·When: 9 a.m. Saturday
•Teams Competing: Austin Peay,
Eastern Illinois, Eastern Kentucky,
Jacksonville State, Morehead State,
Murray State, Southeast Missouri,
Tennessee State,Tennessee tech
and Tennessee Martin
thing co train for and something
that will hdp chem continue co
crain through in case they do run at

Regionals," Masanet said.

» SEE OVC, PA~E 10

1. Knlck.s- Stephon Marbury and
· Eddy Curry spent the entire 48 minutes
of New York's first game on the bench
with Did Not Play - Coach's Decision
next to their names on the official results. Understandable. Marbury is past
his prime and Curry is way too slow for
Mike D'Antoni's run-and-gun offense.
2. Spurs - Manu Glnobili will be
out until approximately mid-December after ankle surgery, and San Antonio dropped its season opener to Phoenix. The Spurs won't get off to a great
start this season, but It won't matter
much. As soon as GI nobiii is back. the
team will rocket to the top of the W~
ern Conference.
3. ca-11...-s - This stol"fllne wlll
continue through the entire season.
Cleveland needs to make a move now
if they have any hope to resign LeBron
James. But even if the Cavs do add another playmaker to their roster it probably won't matter. LeBron is out the
door and on his way to Brooklyn to play
for Jay-Z ln 2010.

-Scott Richey

FOOTBALL I EASTERN VS. MURRAY STATE

Panthers play surging league foe at home
Racers still in thick
of playoff hunt
in middle of
conference pack
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor
Eastern's chances at a playoff
berth ended wich ics 20-7 loss co
Eastern Kentucky on Saturday in
Riclunond, Ky.
Reduced to che spoiler role,
che Panthers (3-5, 1-3 Ohio Valley Conference) have an opporrunicy to bring another team's postseason hopes to an end when they host
Murray State at 1:30 p.m. Saturday
ac O'Brien Stadium.
Bur Eastern will have to do that
against a surging Murray Seate team.
The Racers (3-5, 2-2 OVC) have
won cwo of their last chcee games
and did so wich a strong offensive
showing.
Murray State scored 51 points
against Tennessee Tech and 32 points
against Austin Peay.
Even when the Racers lose, chey
score points in bunches. They scored
21 in a loss to Jacksonville State and

ALYCIA ROCKEY! lliE DAILY EASnRN NEWS

Red-shirt sophomore running back Chevon Walker tries to evade
Southeast Missouri's William Castro (No. 12) and Victor Anderson (No. l ).
Walker has rushed for 112 yards on 38 carries this season.

38 in a loss ro Tennessee Martin.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
said Murray State has been improving each week and chat the Racers

have an explosive offense.
"We've got our hands full," Spoo
said. "Were nor playing well right
now. Weve gor to do that to sray

competitive."
Red-shire sophomore quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt is che spark co Murray
State's explosive offense. Ehrhardt
leads che Racers wich 1,302 passing
yards and eight touchdowns. He has
also rushed for 307 yards and two
additional touchdowns. Ehrhardt has
used his quick feet co avoid sacks, as
he has been brought down behind
che line of scrimmage just once chis
season.
"(Ehrhardt) is a crcrnendous
thrower and has a good combination
of multiple receivers to throw to,"
Jacksonville Stare head coach Jack
Crowe said before his team's game
against the Racers.
Crowe said the Gamecocks were
lucky co escape wich a I 0-point win
against the Racers on Oct. 18 after
giving up six sacks co Murray State's
defense.
"{Murray Scare head coach Marr
Griffin) has got his ream coming and
coming on strong," Crowe said after
the Gamecocks' win.
Griffin said although his ream is
still in che hunt for a playoff spot, he
was more concerned about traveling
to Charleston co play Eastern.

on che same page and is performing their role correctly.
However, there is a fine line
becween constructive and unconsauctive communication. Unc:onstructive communication can
become a distraction co both the
communicaror and recipient.

» SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 9

»

ARI HORING

Players need
to know
how to talk
on the field
For athletes, communication is
an important tool used on and off

che field. Communication on the
field helps make sure everybody is

SEE HORING, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL
Today at Southeast Missouri I
7 p.m. - Cape Girardeau, Mo.

M & W CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at OVC Championships
l 0 a.m. - Cape Girardeau, Mo.

I

FOOTBALL
Saturday vs. Murray State I
1:30 p.m. - O'Brien Stadium

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday at SIU-Edwardsville
4 p.m. - Edwardsville

I

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday at Missouri State I
7 p.m. - Springfield, Mo.

ON THE VERGE TACKLES THE ELECTION - PAGE 38
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Frank Dukes, a junior sports management major, wor1cs on the the Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporated step show routine with other Sigmas in the dance studio of the Student Recreation Center.

LOOKING FOR.ANOTHER TITLE
PHI BETA SIGMA HOPES TO CONTINUE DOMINANCE AT STEP SHOW
By Marco Santana
Verge Editor
P, B, PBS - STEP!

The srudent recreation center's
dance srudio explodes in rhythmic hand-clapping. foot-stomping. stick-slapping noise.
It's a normal night for the
Phi Beta Sigmas, as well as ocher teams preparing for the annual seep show. The reams practice more chan cwo hours a day
and have been doing so for two
monchs.
The show, which begins ac 7
p.m. on Sacurday at the Scudent
Recreation Center, will include
five fraternities and three sororities &om the National Pan-Hdlenic Council.

Some Phi Beta Sigmas have
never stepped and muse first learn
how co seep before they learn how
co incorporate new moves.
Ochers have stepped before and
must display patience in their new
teammates.
Bue for all of chem, che goal is
simple: win another title and carri
money coward their fraternity.

Uh, oh, oh, oh, oh ...
The group begins ics transition seep. Quick, solid moves chat
take chem from one formation co
che nexc formation in the seep sequence.

THE BOSS
For Darryl Robinson, his second year on the step team is a lit-

tic different than the first.
This year, the senior marketing
major was promoted co seep master of Phi Beta Sigma, who serves
as the main choreographer for the
show.
le hasn't been easy.
Robinson works four nighcs
a week at the srudcnt recreation
center. This sometimes gets in the
way of practice and he sometimes
shows up midway through.
Even after working a full shift,
he still must incorporate himsdf
into the practice and try not co
miss a beat.
''I'm always tired," he said.
" Bue if you win the money, it's an
accomplishment."
The winning fraternity and sorority each earns $1,000 while second place receives $500.
The remaining money taken
t •••

in goes toward the National PanHcl1enic Council and the Office
of Minority Affairs.
While chc seep master has final say on which steps wilJ go into
the final show, all members of the
team have inpur.
The different characters and
personalities on the ream come
our in the steps.
"Thar's why a lot of people
cling ro us because we don'r acr
chc same way," Robinson said.
"We all have different personalities."
As the team has worked cogcchcr more, the routine has gocccn becccr and more crisp.
"The firsc practice was the hardest practice I've ever had," he said.
"But now we're gerting so close co
the step show chat they actually
understand what's going on."

And other than money, Robinson said there arc ocher reasons
besides the money char drives the
team.
"For the love of stepping," he
said. "Ir's a good feeling co win
and put all char hard work in."
Get funky with it!

The ccam is now split in three
groups. After the three groups perform their individual seeps, they
arc synchronized and all do their
seeps simultaneously.

THE NEWBIE
Junior sports management major Frank Dukes had never been
on a step team before this semester.

S•• Page 48
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LAST WEEKEN.D A GREAT
START FOR DOUDNA
By Marco Santana
Verge Editor
To chose who complain
that chere is not much co do in
Charleston and che ar~ I have
one rhing co say: Where were you
lase weekend?
Lase weekend, B. B. King's
daughter, Shirley King. performed in Maccoon with Sippy
and the Night Owls. To be in the
prCS(nce of such a legacy is an
opportunity chat should not have
been missed.
Bue the great ching is chat chis
wasn't the event of the weekend.
The Doudna Fine Arcs Center
had a rededication weekend chat
can only be described as amazing.
While the improvisacional
comedy group Second City performed on Saturday and Eascern's
bands played on Sunday, Friday
night belonged co Mavis Staples.
The gospel and R&B singer put on a show worthy of chc
opening of a greac addition co
chis campus and che region.
!rs been an incredible thing to
watch Doudna's journey from its
beginning stages of construction to
Friday night's performance.

MARCO SANTANA
VERGE EDITOR
As che facility progressed coward
its completion, many sntdenrs complained about irs look and the fences
they were forced co navigate around.
These were understandable
gripes. le didn't help char state
budget problems held up consrrucrion for a couple of years
and Doudna had become somewhat of a joke.
Several students who chose
co acct:nd Eastern because of che
potential co learn in Doudna,
which '!he Daily Eastern News reported cosc about $63 million,
were disappointed when holdups
delayed the facility's opening for
more than their four years here.
Bue the Staples performance
on Friday made it all worch ir.
lhc night began with a very

emotional moment char honored
James Johnson, dean of che College of Arts and Humanities.
As he welcomed students, faculcy and community members in
che crowd, chey erupted in applause. After about 15 seconds,
the crowd began to rise and give
Johnson a standing ovation.
Johnson was noticeably moved as
were several in the audience.
Doudna had been Johnson's
vision and it's nor ofren chat
such a grand vision becomes reality. He deserves all che credit in
che world, and he deserved che
standing ovacion.
Jeffrey Lynch, associate dean
for che College of Arcs and Humanities, S<!id la.st week chat he
expected Staples co "shake the
foundations" at Doudna.
Well, not only did Staples do
chat, the entire facilicy has shaken the foundations of the arc
community in casc-cenrral Illinois. Ler's hope the future holds
great chings for che arcs community and helps improve Eastern's
reputation as a school.
'Ihc:y had a grear start during
che firsr weekend and lee's hope
they build on chac momentum in
che semesrers and years to'Come.

Call Tom @ 708-772-3711 or
Cathy@ 217-254-1311

www.hallbergrentals.com

3 WEST LINCOLN AVE

345-4743

M0 RE 0 NL IN E!

WWW.DENNEWS.COM

• MOVIES: A review of the new film "High School Musical 3" by Courtney Bruner. The
film came out Oct. 24.

• FEATURE: Assistant Verge Editor Jason Duarte wrote about local funeral parlors,
embalming and the people who run and sometimes live above the parlors.

COMING NEXT WEEK!
• PROFILE: The Verge will profile Joan Allen as she comes to Eastern for the Embarras
Valley Film Festival. Allen has starred in films like "Pleasantville;"'The Contender "and
''The Bourne Ultimatum:'

• FEATURE: A history of James Bond films as the series prepares for its next
installment, "Quantum of Solace."
·MUSIC: We are hosting our first Battle of the Bands with University Board. There will be
band biographies and more information included.

STAFF

CONTACT US
(217) 581-7943
denverge@gmail.com

Verge Editor ..................................... Marco Santana
Assistant Verge Editor ..................... Jason Duarte
Senior Verge Reporter................Sam Sottosanto
Designers ...........................................Kyle Bondeson
..............................................................Juliette Beaulieu
.............................................................................Chris Lee
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TECH,

EDIA

& YOUR CANDIDATES

THE ECONOMY, TAXES AND FOREIGN POLICY GET ALL OF THE ATTENTION, BUT
HOW DO THE CANDIDATES FEEL ABOUT MULTIMEDIA?

FAVORITES:

OBAMA
filvorite Music
Miles Davis. John

Coltrane, Bob

Dylan, Stevie
Wonder,
Johann Sebastian
Bach (cello suites),

and The Fugees

Favorite Movies:
Casablanca,
Godfather I & II,
Lawrence of Arabia
and
One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest
Favorite Books:
Song of Solomon
(Toni Morrison),
MobyDick.

Shakespeare's
Tragedies, Parting
the Waters, Gilead

!Robinson), SelfRehance (Emerson),
The Bible and
Lincoln's Collected
Writings
via Facebook

BIOEN

Favorite Movie:
Chariots of Fire
Via CBS News

When it comes to the Internet there is an ongoing debate as to whether it should be controlled by the service
providers or regulated so it will stay the way it is. The two campaigns have polar opposite views on this issue.
MCCAIN

OBAMA CAMPAIGN

MCCAIN CAMPAIGN

During an MTV special "Presidential Dialogue," Barack
Obama said, "I am a strong supporter of net neutrality....
Facebook, MySpace, Google, might not have been started if you had not had a level playing field for whoever has
got the best idea. And I want to maintain that basic principle in how the internet functions. And so as president I'm
going to make sure that that is the principle that my FCC
commissioners are applying as we move forward~

During the annual technology conference ·o;John Mccain said, "I think anything that impinges on the ability of
people to have access is something which we ought to
be very careful about_, I would let Ontemet service providers] charge for increased broadband access, increased
flow of information, increased accessibility ... I let the
market and the technology solve most of the problems
that I have seen. I have yet to see a consolidation in the
telecommunications arena that makes me say, 'Hey, wait
a minute, there's a restraint of competition here:"

Favorite Movies:
Viva Zapata, Letters
From lwo Jima and
Some Like It Hot

Favorite Books:
For Whom the Bell
Tolls
Favorite TV
Shows:
24 and Seinfeld
via Facebook

PIRACY
Intellectual property and copyrighted material on the Internet is a mixed bag. When it's so easy to steal copyrighted material without obvious repercussions, many people take that opportunity. How do the candidates plan on fixing it?

OBAMA CAMPAIGN

MCCAIN CAMPAIGN

During an interview with the Technology blog "Tech
Crunch; Obama said, "With better informational resources, the Patent and Trademark Office could offer patent applicants who know they have significant inventions the
option of a rigorous and public peer review that would
produce a 'gold-plated' patent much less vulnerable to
court challenge. Where dubious patents are being asserted, the PTO could conduct low-cost, timely administrative
proceedings to determine patent validity. As president I
will ensure that our patent laws protect legitimate rights
while not stifling innovation and collaboration~

Later, during the "D" conference, McCain said, "We
need [to reform our copyright laws]. But I also think
it's got to be carefully thought through. I think there
has to be leadership from the White House because
most members of Congress do not understand the
complexities of these issues.... I would also rely, to
some degree, on some of the federal bureaucracies
whose only job is to look at and make sure that these
things are transparent with full competition:' He later went on to say he opposed a full reform of the patent system itself.

PALIN

Favorite Movie:
Rudy or Hoosiers
via CBS News
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STEP DATES BACK TO SLAVE DAYS
By Marco Santana
Verge Editor
The origins of step shows can

be traced back as far as che 19th
ccnrury, said the aurhor of one of
the first books written abouc chc
art form.

Ellizabeth Fine, who wrote
•Soulsccpping: African American
Step Shows," said the earliest traces of stepping can be found in African-American "culture during
cbc 1800s.
"The synchronized hand clapping and foot stomping is also
seen in African-American drill
team tradition throughout the

••••••••••••••
19th ccnrury," said Fine, a professor in the department of inccrdisciplinary studies at Virginia Tech.
"You (also) see the same kind of
synchroni:zed stomping and clapping in African-American slave
dances."
Fine saw her first seep show in
1983 when she was invited by a
scudcnc co watch.
"I didn't understand what
I was seeing but I just liked it a
lot," she said.
She used that experience to begin talking co people about the
dance.
In 2003, her book was published.

She said the populariry of the
seep shows is at an all-cimc high. ·
One reason is the performers'
inrensiry and the visual nature of
the showi;.
"It has an innate crowd appeal, audience appeal," she said.
"The groups are highly competitive and are always trying to oucdo the ocher groups.
People come out to see what's
going to be the latest cosrume and
at the same time, people come out
to see the tradition."
The populariry of the dance
jumped onto the national stage in
1993.
During President Bill Clin-

con's first inauguration, members
of Howard Univcrsiry's Alpha Phi
Alpha fracerniry performed for
the president.
Howard was also the place
where the first documcnced reference to stepping was made in a
1925 school newspaper article.
According co Fine, the article referenced a group "marching across campus, dancing co the
fairy pipe of pan," meaning music chat was not there.
The work put in by fraternities in preparation for the shows
help them develop a close bond,
Fine said.

STH·ANNUAL
STEP SHOW
WHAT: Black Student Reunion
Presesnts the Annual Step Show
WHERE: Student Recreation
Center
WHEN: 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
COST: $20 at the door, $15 at the
ticket office
Master of Ceremonies:
Comedian Damon Williams

Tickets on sale at the ticket
office in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union

ERIC HILTNER I ON THE VERGE

The men of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporated watch their routine as they practice for the annual step show in the Student Recreation Center's dance studio mirror on Oct. 21.

PHI BETA.SIGMAS SEEK ANOTHER WIN
He is one of five steppers on
Phi Beta Sigma competing for the
fuse time.
Early in the semester, Dukes
said the inexperience showed.
"The first day was horrible," he
said. "h sounded like thunder and
~ghcning."

1l1c 1eam practices abour cwo
hours n day and 1hac has helped
their routine improve.
But the ream's progression
doesn't just happen during practices.
Dukes said he sometime:; catches hi1mclf practicing seeps while
waiting in line for lunch.
With homework, step practice, communiry service work and
meetings, Dukes said one thing
that has been difficult has been
balancing his day.
"It's been cough." he said. "It's

a lot of work. You can never say
you have nothing to do."
After cwo months of practice,
the steppers have come rogether and starred showing the form
they hope will give chem a third
straight tide.
With the seep show fast-approaching, newcomers like Dukes
have had to balance the pressure of
winning with rhe desire to enjoy
the new experience.
"It's something I've never
done," he said. "I never expected
myself to do this. I just like a new
challenge."

ls Delta Chi, fr drlta chi in tht
house tonight, st1md up Stttnd up!
Stand up! Stand up!
Eight of the group stand back
and watch as cwo men jump ro
the front and perform individual
seeps.

THE VETERAN

Stepping is nothing new to
Darryl Samuel.
After joining Phi Beta Sigma
in chc: spring of his freshman year,
the senior business marketing major joined che step team in the fall
of 2006. This will be his third step
show and he has yet co experience
a loss.
"I don't wane ro know char feeling either," he said.
Samuel said he relishe:; his role
as a team leader.
"I was looking up ar the older
guys and now I know they look up
ro me," he said. "It makes me feel
good co know I can help ~ome
body with the steps to make sure
chat we have a good show. n
Samuel is a pan of the Black
Student Reunion committee rhar
is organizing the show.
E.vcry rwo years, the reunion
is held co bring back alumni and
have them interact with the new
group of students and organization members.

"You gee to sec a lot of chc old
school," Samuel said. "It's nice co
sec somebody who chartered the
chapter. It's nice co say chat we
mer them."
Even as a third-year stepper,
Samuel said the praccices cm be
hectic and very time-consuming.
Bue the lessom he has learned
in rime management cannot be
overstated.
"You lose your whole life," he
said. UBur it does scop me from
procrastinating."

THE EMCEE
Cedric Watson served as the
show's host last year.
lhe host tries to keep the crowd
entertained between fraternities.
'Jhis year, however, the junior
spl·cch communic.uions major will
be in the show.
" It brings us all together and
we II get closer," he said. "Ir's all in
fun but we don't wane to lose. But
it's just going to be fun."

2008Black
Student Reunion
• Laff Jam Supershow
- Deon Cole; co-host
of"Showtime at the

Apollo"
- 8 - 10-30 p.m. Friday
- MLK Union Grand
Ballroom

• After Party
Costume Party
- Featuring DJ V-Dub
-11 p.m.-1:45 a.m.
Friday
- McAfee Gymnasium
•Unity Gospel Choir
Concert

- Featuring DJ V-Oub
-2 pm. - Sunday
- MU< Union Grand

Ballroom

SB
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BAND STICKS TO ROOTS ON ALBUM
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BJ Brad York
Staff Reporter

MAKE IT
RIGHT

***
**
LA8EL:

11

With the new age of tcchnologic ground-shalcing hip-hop
beau and emo/pop ballads it is
bard to find a band that sticks
to their rooa and puts some soul
back into music.
Eli Jones does this ever so
gracefully on their new album,
Make Ir Righr.
1bis album fuses soul. jazz
and funk in a beakby clQle of
quality. hearty music.
1he masic: is simply dynamical and the lyrics come suaigbt
&om the heart, and they speak of
true human emotion.
Eli Jones wcaliat Stc&nie
Baec:z baa a sultry ~ice thar can
be compared to Cat Power or
even hina of Alicia Keys.
It is only when shared vocal-

WITH THE FRESH
SOUND OF BERECZ
IT IS SIMPLE TO
GET LOST IN HER
VOICE:'
ist Brendan O'Connell begins
to sing that I wilh my can wen:
someplac:c ebe.
Not laying O'Connell i. a
ho~ble vocalist. but -1th the
fresh sound ·or Berea it Is simple
to get lost in her voice.
From the opening track. •Fi-

nally Did for Me: to the last
mck, •A&aid Not to Die:
Berecz opens up, and she shows
us what it is like to be her mind
and see her thoughts. lbe music
lends laelf to Berecz's voice.
lbe overall feel leaves you
with a satisfu:tion of classiness.

lbc scaled solos on tracks
such as •Bring Your Love to Mc'"
prove that Eli Jones has actual
talent.
They can jump &om a classical jazz feel right into a funk
styled groove.
•Give it Up• is the perfect
mix of funk and soul.
The song makes you want to
get up and bop, hop and boogie.
lbe song also ofl'as a &cemelting guitar solo that brings
us to a heavier more c:lassic rock
in8uence that Eli Jones may be
missing on other tracks.
Eli Jones gives you a wee of
every musical desire without losing sight of the soul.
It is refreshing to know that
some bands still make music: for
the love of music.

PiecedCoal
Music

MTV show finalist changes Eli Jones
•••••••••••••••••••••
Reccn t nmes have sceo a lor oE
changes for Eh Jones & 1he Bare
Bones.
The most notable bcirig
the addition of singer Stefanie
Bcrecz.
Berecz brought a professional
air to the band.
She was a finalist on M1V's
"Malting the Band• and won
the 2006 Bar 1 Big Break. She's
opened for ~ J. Bligc and
sang the national anrhcm at
sponing events.
Although Eli Jona is the 6nr
Im band she has ever been a part
of. her arri9al made the band finally get serious.
•Before, we were, musically and ambitions wise, ambling
along.• gu.iwist and songwrjtcr Brendan O'Connell said about
the band in its earlier incarnation.

The band will play at 9 p.m.
on Saturday ar Friends and Co.
In the beginning, O'Connell
was also the lead vocalist.
He said the music used to be
more focusec:l on complicated
compositions and intricate guitar pans.

Bcn:cz's voice gave them a
new sense of pride in their work
and changed the dynamic of the
songs.
"We just son of stripped everything down; we didn't have to
hide behind ar,• he said.
Her vocals arc big and wdl
suited to a soulful groove.
The voice is the main focus of
the band's aound.
During live shows. O'Connell
says, "We're just up there cheering Stc:fanie on:
With their new.: aoullQl -CQuna

BE

THAN YOUR
AV ERAGE BAR
BAND, YOU GET A
HORN SECTION:'
Matt Bellamy, Eli Jones guitarist
and recently added hom section,
the band is stq>ping up their

• •••••••••••••

,game.

most.

•Wlalll:El.Jones
•When: 9 p.m. Sabl'day
........ Friends and c.o.
• (Gii: $4 aNercharge

-We're more than your average
bar band. you get a hom section:
Corsale said about why studena
should check out the band's performance at Friend's and Co. Saturday night.
Near the end of recording
their first album •Malec It Right:
(sec review above} the band decided to add a different elcm~t
to the tracks.
A horn section was assembled
with students from various state
colleges.
The tracks wen: arranged and
mixed into the album, and that
was supposed to be the end of the
horn section.
Then, shortly before the album was set to be released. the
Chicago-based band was invited
to play a festival show.
The band asked the musicians
to join them for the show, as well
as the record release show.
Baritone sax player Jon Edwards. tenor sax plam Jim Schram and ddmoone ~ Erk

Miller enjoyed playing live with
the band. After the two gigs. they
approached the rest of the band
and asked to be a permanent pan
of the group.
AJ all the pieces begin to fall
together, the band has earned a
reputation across the Midwest for
their fun live show and Bcrccz's
pitch-perfect vocals.
Fans often tell the band that
they always appear to be having
a lot of fun on stage, and it is because they arc.
O'Connell hopes the band
continues to gain popularity, with
what he describes as their non-offensive sound winning over fans
that simply enjoy good music.
dancing and fanwtic singing.
The band sees themselves moving up in the music scene.
During live shows, Corsale
gets a cenain funny feeling and
thinks to himself, •wow, I'm really pan of some~ helc.•

Guiwist Chris Corsale feds

the band has more to offer than

PHOTOCDUWl'DYOF llLIJONU

Both the band El Jones and Stefanie Berea have had to adapt to a new
relatkll--~~ lsafomlerfinlllstfor MM ~the Bind
first band ~·'ftishiiahjadlpttoafenae leld.

_,Is

ID her
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LAST WEEKEND
BOX OFFICE
"High School Musical 3" danced
its way to the top of the box office
this weekend, with slasher flick
"Saw V" coming in second. Here
are the weekend's totals, according to t he Associated Press.

HORROR MOVIES RELY
O N CREEPY VISUALS,
BUT THE REAL SCARE
I S IN THE MIND
By Brad Yo r k
Staff Reporter
Blood-gushing splatters,
bone-crunching fractures,
tendon snaps, and _who
could forger a good old decapitation? It's all just a day
in the life of a horror film.
A horror film excites,
scares, and horrifies the audience and always leaves them
asking for more.
Horror films are more than
just gore and human mutilation. Often the film can frighten us without using any of these
tactics.
"Horror films scare us, drawing on our primitive fears. They provide a catharsis for us, an outlet for our
controlled desires," said English and film
professor Robin Murray. "They may cross
genres, science fiction or disaster, but
their chief purpose is to scare us and elicit a panicked, adrenaline-filled reaction
thac encertains."
Gore and murilation work hand-inhand by fixating a scare down one pivotal moment where the audience dodges for cover, closes cheir eyes, or hopefully jumps and screeches. Many horror
film fans wacch a movie only looking for

•

these parts.
"I watch scary movies for suspense
and a lot of blood. I usually focus in on
the gore, and I don't pay close attention
co any character," Vincent Pdlegnni, senior family and consumer science major, said. "When I was younger I would
watch all the scary movies chat came on
around Halloween on TV. I don't do chat
so much anymore."

Dann Gire, a movie cnac for The
Daily Herald ih suburban Chicago, said
a director's background often influences
their vision.
"Every director comes co a film
from a different world," he said. "It
is the director's job co have command over the film, and know the
elemenrs of his trade. After they
know the cools they need co have
a vision of the world they are
creating."
Murray said the genre often
draws on current trends.
"Horror films, like all
genres, draw on contemporary
cultural contexts, so the fears
behind horror films change
with che times," Murray
said.
"A good horror film
draws on our inner psychology, a 'monster from the Id,'
as [author] E. Michael Jones
puts ic," she said. "The horror
then becomes pare of us, the
desires we control. A horror
film provides .a .space in which
chose uncontrolled desires can
be played our."
The "Saw" franchise has taken
over the box office each year around
Halloween time. Ir follows the likes of
"Friday the 13th," "Nightmare on Elm
Street," and, of course, "Halloween."
Before viewing a "Saw" movie you already know what co expect: guts, blood,
and a surprise twist that keeps the story alive. This expeccation alone can draw
you away &om a movie's ability to scare
the audience.
As long as there is Halloween there
will always be scary movies. The cwo coexist in a world of ghouls, goblins, monsters and who could forget gore.

'SAW V' ALL GORE, NO ACTING
By Dylan Polk

MOVIE

Staff Reporte r

SAWV
STARRING:
Scott Patterson,
Costas Mandylor
DIRECTOR:
David Hackl
RUNNING TIME:
92mins.
RATING: R

It's hard to say which is more
disgusting: blood and guts or
cheesy acring.
If you like both, you might
be one of the few people co enjoy
"SawV."
The latest film in the series ties
together the loose ends left by its
predecessors. le establishes a deep
back-srory for Detective Mark
Hoffinan (Costas Mandylor), who
was revealed to be a second apprentice to the criminal mastermind Jigsaw (Tobin Bell), who has
since died.
Pursued by FBI agent Pecer
Strahm {Scott Patterson), a private
investigation reveals a history becween Hoffman and Jigsaw reaching as far ck as the original movie.

It takes a lot for writers to create
such an intricate, complex series.
Because more details are reveaJed in every inscaJlmenc, the audience is encouraged to think back
to previous films and piece the story together.
In "Saw V," however, the story
seems more straightforward. Hoffman's past with Jigsaw doesn't really add any new substance to the
story, other than telling us he's
been at it for a while.
Ocher than that, the flashbacks
might be there just as a reminder that Hoffman is, in fact, the
bad guy, buc it seems redundant co
keep pointing out to the audience,
"Hey, see chis guy Hoffman? Yup.
He's the bad guy. Do you remember that?"
As is cypical with many horror
1 .. ovies, the acting is sub-par, especially from the nC\vest batch of vie-

cims.

The actors take their emotions co extremes wicbouc any gray
area, resulting in hysterical bits of
screaming chat are sure co cause
some eye-rolling.
The movie even insuJts the audience with soliloquies from Scrahm,
who pieces the entire story together.
Out loud. By hirnsel£
le gees prercy annoying when a
character repeats whac the audience
already knows, and for what? Ploc
development? Character depth?
Neither seem like viable excuses
for poor writing.
If you want a good scare, however, "Saw V" will cercainly provide.
Nor just for the blood and gore
content, but for the knowledge
chat someone actually has to think
up Jigsaw's craps.

1. "High School Musical 3" - $42
million.
2."Saw V"- $305 million.
3. "Max Payne" - $7.6 million.
4. "Beverly Hills Chihuahua"$6.9million.
5. "Pride and Glory"- $63 million.
6. "The Secret Life ofBees" - $5.9
million.
7. "W:' - $5.3 million.
8. "Eagle Eye" - $5.1 million.
9. "Body of Lies'' - $4.1 million.
10. "Quarantine" - $2.6 million.

NEW RELEASES
THIS WEEKEND
"Changeling'' (R)
Angelina Jolie stars as a mother
whose child is kidnapped. After
he returns under mysterious circumstances, she starts to think he
is not her son.
"Haunting of Molly Hartley''
(PG-13)
Molly (Haley Sennl"t:t) triPS to escape her traumatic past, but a
frightening secret may await her
after she turns 18.

"Zack and
Miri Makea
Pomo" (R)
The title characters (Seth
Rogen and Elizabeth Banks)
bond while trying to produce an
adult film in this comedy from director Kevin Smith.

DVD RELEASES
OUT TUESDAY
"Transsiberian" (R)
An American couple (Woody Harrelson and Emily Mortimer) take
a train from China to Moscow.
Things get complicated when
people on the train are murdered.
"Get Smart" (PG-13)
Anne Hathaway and
Steve Carell
star in the
movie remake of the
1960sspy
sitcom. Maxwell Smart (Carel!), as is often the
case in spy movies, must foil an
evil plot for world domination.
"Futurama: Bender's Game"
(not rated)

In the third of four straight-toDVD wFuturama" films, the c:rew
sets off in search of spaceship fuel.
The film also parodies the"Lord of
the Rings" movies.
- Compiled byJuliette Beaulieu
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DARE TO LAUGH AT EXTRAVAGANZA
By Jason Duarte

••••••••••••••

Assistant Ve r ge Ed itor

WANNA GO?

Shrieks,
screeches
and
screams can all be heard on Halloween. Rarely are there laughs,
but more so, witches' hats.
Houses are filled with hosts
and candied lethal doses.
But for those who dare to
laugh they can do so on Alpha
Psi Omega's behalf.
From 7 to 10 p.m. tonight,
on All Hallow's Eve, APO will
host ..Extravaganza 2008" in the
Movement Studio at the Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
The co-ed theater arts fraternity has organized several events
for all students to partake in.
Hello Dali, Eastem's improvisational comedy group will
perform.
Tim Tholl, sophomore theater

What Extravaganza 2008
Location: Movement St udio in
Doudna Rne Arts Center
Time: 7 to 10 p.m. today
Perfonnances by:
· Hello Dali
• Lunchbox Voodoo
• Brian Andries
• Another Black Hour
·Orpheus

••••••••••••••
arts major with a performance
emphasis, is a part of Hello Dali
and says there's no real way to
prepare for the acts.
" It's not really a mental preparation, (but) just going in with
an open mind," Tholl said. "It's
more of a teamwork thing and
you have to be able to work with

your group."
Hello Dali's games are set
up in a way that the actors and
actresses are familiar with, so
while the comedic portion is all
improv, the motions are somewhat familiar.
Rich Aguilera, vice president
of APO, said "Extravaganza" is
more of a variety show and a
means to find talent.
He's also doing his own election-themed standup routine.
"Since the election is coming up four days after the event,
I'm going to do something about
America and how much America rocks," he said.
Aside from improv comedy will be sketch comedy act,
Lunchbox Voodoo and solo musician, Brian Andries.
Andries' songs are humorous
and based off of songs people

a raffle ticket, said Ashley Corbett, a senior member of APO.
One dollar, APO will keep
and use towards its end of the
year "last hurrah" and one dollar will go towards the winner 's
pot. In other words, the winner of the raffle will get half of
all the money raked in by APO
via "Extravaganza." In the past,
winners have collected anywhere from $20 to $50.
There will also be teams in
a "dress your partner up like a
mummy" game. Prizes for the
games are mostly Halloweenthemed and include Wal-Mart
gift cards, scary movies and
candy.
"We have a lot to offer. We
do a lot of community service
and this is just a way to get our
name out among campus," Corbett said.

know, Aguilera said.
Another Black-Hour, a rock/
metal band, will be playing "Extravaganza" as well as a Barbershop Quartet called "Orpheus."
"There's no music accompaniment, it's just them singing,"
Aguilera said. "Like the Rockapellas - it's kind of like that."
Also with the theme of comedy will be a comedic rendition
of the Spice Girls, which will
consist mostly of females.
"One night, a couple of
our friends were looking into
old-time Spice Girls and they
thought it would be a funny idea
to bring back the Spice Girls and
dress up like them and dance
and sing," Aguilera said.
Additional prizes and games
at "Extravaganza" will consist
of a 50/50 raffle, which for $2,
anybody in attendance can buy

A NIGHTMARISH PRODUCTION

-,

By Sam Sottosanto
Senior Verge Reporter

The production of "The Acror's Nightmare" is like inventing
a soup, except the only ingredients
available are warer and rocks.
Dut 'l>vtucvuc '-VlllQ .Jvng-sftort

ly afrer the water and rocks are at a
boU, and they throw in carrots. Another person walks by and happens
to have a few potatoes on hand. A
dtird person suggests celery.
Before long. the encree is finished, and rehearsal for this show is
over.
According to Tun Mason, "The
Actor's Nighanare" is like stone
soup.
"There are so many different
things to it and so many different
laym," he said. "It is quite an olio,
just a big mix of things."
Before the actors and actresses
can pack their bags, they have another show ~o prepare for; a second production, "The Real inspector Hound."
Mason describes this show as a
"rurducken."
A "'rurducken" is a meal made
our of a partially bondess curkey
char has a partially bondess duck
sruffed inside ir that has a partially bondess chicken chat's sniffed
inside it. And in the middle of che
chicken there's cheese-something
completely differenc than poultry.
"('The Real Inspector Hound' is
like a 'rurducken' because) there's a
swprise when you get down to the
end," Mason said. ''.And then you
get those different flavors that are
going through it."
The two plays will be presented by the Charleston Communicy Theatre at 7:30 p.m. today and
2 p.m. Sarurday at the Tarble Arcs
Center; and at 7:30 p.m. on Nov.
6, 7, and 8.
ihe Real Inspector Hound" is
about cwo theater critics who are
watching a murder mysrery performance. But co their surprise, they
get involved in the play themselves
causing un~x~.ed events to occur.

KAROLINA STRACK I ON THE VERGE

Tim Mason, left, practices his role during dress rehersal as George Spelvin along with Matt Piescinski who has been cast in the role of Henry Irving in the play"The Actor's
Nightmare"in the Charleston Community Theatre production on Oct 21. The play debuts at 7:30 p.m. today at the Tarble Arts Center.
"The Actor's Nighcmare" is also
about cheater. The main character,
George. has a dream char he is an
understudy for four different plays,
and has no idea whar the lines are,
so he is forced to improvise.
Mason, who plays George, is an
economics professor and has been
an active member of the Charleston Community Theatre since
2002. He also plays one of the thearer critics in "The Real Inspector
Hound."
Mason said he likes performing
"The Actor's Nightmare" best. He
said that Charleston High School
also performed the play before the
Charleston Community Theatre
decided to take ir on.
"I jusr hope to be as good as
Taylor Adams," Mason said.
Although acting Is a ·hobby co

••••••••••••••
WANNA GO?

What: 'The Actor's Nightmare"
and"The Real Inspector Hound"
Location:Tarble Arts Center
Time: 7:30 p.m. today,
2 p.m. Saturday, 7:30 p.m. Nov. 6-8
Presented by:
The Charleston Alley Theatre

••••••••••••••
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Mason, he has to balance it with
his home life and work.
"That takes a con:· Mason said.
"I rry to limit myself to one play a
year."
As soon as he's done with class
and leaves his office, which is filled
with leaves hanging down from
the ceiling and scattered papers, he
heads straight 'tro · practice, which

at 6 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. He doesn't get home until between 9 and 10 p.m.
When he gets home, it's time to
grade papers.
Senior Spanish major Heather
Carnahan said chis is her first time
working with the Charleston Community Theatre and her second experience with acting. She is in both
plays.
"I play the parr of Dame Ellen
in i\ctor's Nightmare,' as fuse, the
carry wife, and then an older woman who gets to sic in a garbage can,"
Carnahan said.
In "'Inspector Hound," she plays
Felicity, a flirt who cakes advantage
of a player, Simon, who is the lead
character.
Tim Broeker, a senior English
major wich teacher cenification

Start:S

plays Simon in "The Real Inspector
Hound."
"He is really just a player with
the women and it has just been a
loc of fun playing around with him
as a character," Broeker said.
Carnahan said chat students can
rdace to both of these plays and
chat they are unique.
"They plays are unique because
of what we, the actors, bring to
chem," Carnahan said. "Each version of the shows produced will be
different depending on what the director and the actors think should
happen."
Broeker said "The Real Inspector Hound" is a mystery and there's
always a puzzle to solve.
"(It's) an opportunity to escape
reality and just have some fun and
get some laughs," he said.
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ENTERTAINMENT NEWS I OUR TAKE

Palin costumes hot seller this year
By Sarah Jean Bresnahan
Development Director

With the election just four
days after Halloween, 1he
Dallas Morning News reports
that one ofthe best-selling
costumes has been the Sarah
Palin mask.
Since Sarah Palin has
already been made the
laughingscock of this
campaign by che likes ofTina
Fey and Saturday Nighc Live,
why nor add co her hilarity by

wearing her face as a costume
chis Halloween?
I can't cake Sarah Palin
seriously, especially after
whac she said about a month
before she was chosen as
U.S. Sen. John McCain's vice
presidential candidate.
The furure VP candidate
didn't seem coo enthused ac
rhe posicion. "As for chat VP
talk all che time, I'll cell you, I
srill can't answer char question
uncil somebody answers for
me what is it exactly that the
VP does every day?"

A policical comedy Web
sire, www.236.com, bas a pdf
available for princ-ouc wich
an image of Palin making a
hilarious face. They call ic che
"23/6 Scary Mask."
The only thing scarier than
Palin's policies, I guess, is the
popularity she receives from ic.
So, while ic is enjoyable
co poke fun at Palin, I would
rather see The Joker costumes
dominare the Halloween
cosrume popularity liscs rather
chan some Alaskan hockey
mom.
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Place: Friends & Co.
Cost: $4
345-2380

the week ahead in charleston and the region
GO SEE THIS:
BLACK STUDENT REUNION STEP SHOW
71010 P.M. ON SATURDAY IN LANTZ ARENA

this weekend
FRIDAY
Greeks, Ghost s and Goblins
open to the community
child ren
Time: 5 to 8 p.m.
Place: Greek Court and EIU
Campu s (west side)
Cost : Free
630-664-4823
Halloween Activities
Paper p umpkins and decorating cookies for children.
Time: 6 to 8 p.m.
Place: Lawson Hall Lobby
Cost: Free
581-5 131
Movie: 'The Exorist'
Sponsored by University Board
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Buzzard Audito rium
Cost: Free
581-552 2
Lecture: Tsuyoshl Hasegawa
Sponsored by t he EIU Department of Hist ory.
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Do udna Fine Arts Center, Lecture Hall.
Cost: Free
581-291 7
'The Actor's Nightmare' and
'The Real Inspector Hound'
Two on e-act plays
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Tarble Arts Center
Cost: $10 adults, $8 seniors
and $6 students
581 -2787
Observatory Open House
Time: 8 p.m.
Place: EIU Observatory
Cost: Free
581 -3220

Laff Jam Supershow
Time: 8 to 10:30 p.m.
Place: Grand Ballroom, MLK Jr.
Union
Cost: $20
581-6690
Black Student Reunion After Party
Costume party featuring DJ VDub
Time: 11 to 1:45 p.m.
Place: McAfee Gymnasium
Cost: $10
581-6690
Music: Halloween Bash
Performing bands: Seven Year
Existence, The McGhee, C.P.X.
and Feast by Fire.
Time: 9 p.m.
Place: Friends & Co.
Cost: $4
345-2380
Contest: Halloween Party
First place costume winner
gets $100, second $50, t h}rd
$25, must be 21 and older
Time: Midnight
Place: Pant her Paw Bar & Grille
Cost: no cover
345-7849
Music & Contest: Defined
Perception Performing
First place costume winner
gets $100, second $50, must
be 21 and older
Time: 10 p.m. for band and
midnig ht for contest
Place: Mac's Uptowner Cellar
Cost: $3
345-4622
Music & Costume Party
DJ JJ. performs while $1,500
worth cash prizes given.
Time: 1O p.m.
Place: AJ's/217/ Loft
Cost: no cover
345-4622

SATURDAY
Continental Breakfast for
Black Student Reunion
Time: 1Oto 11 a.m.
Place: University Ballroom,
MLK Jr. Union
Cost: Alumni pre-registered
581-6690
Workshop: Stop Motion Film
Making
For Ages 11-18
Time: l 0 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Place:Tarble Arts Center
Cost: Free
581-2787
Union Party for
Black Student Reunion
Time: 11 p.m. to l :45 a.m.
Place: McAfee Gymasium
Cost: $10
581-6690
Movie: Swing Vote
UB will be giving away prizes
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Buzzard Audito rium
Cost: Free
581-5522
Black Student Reunion
Step Show
Time: 7 to 10 p.m.
Place: Lantz Arena
Cost: $20
581-6690
Theatre: 'The Actor's Nightmare' and 'The Real Inspector Hound'
Two one-act plays
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Tarble Arts Center
Cost: $10 adults, $8 seniors
and $6 students
581 -2787
Music: Ell Jones and Chris
DeRosa of The Fuz
Rock/psychedelic/funk
Time:9p.m.

Music: Freak Road Ramblers
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: Mac's Uptowner Cellar
Cost: TBA
345-4622
Music: DJ Vamp
Top 40 hip-hop dance party
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: AJ's/217/Loft
Cost : No cover
345-4622

SUNDAY
'The Acto r's Night mare' and
'The Real Inspector Hound'
Two one-act plays
Time:2p.m.
Place: Tarble Arts Center
Cost: $1 Oadults, $8 seniors
and $6 students
581-2787
Music: Unity Gospel Choir
Concert
co-sponsored by University
Board
Time: 2 to 4 p.m.
Place: Grand Ballroo m, MLK Jr.
Union
Cost: Free
618-975-0269
Music: Fright Night
EIU Symphony Orchestra
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Dvorak Concert Hall
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Cost: Free
581-2917
Music: Jim McBride
classical rock
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: Mac's Uptowner Cellar
Cost: Free
345-4622

Movie: 'The Crucible'
Introduction and discussion by
Chris Mitchell and Robin Christian
Time: 7p.m.
Place: Doudna Fine Arts
Center, Lecture Hall
Cost: Free
581-8500
Music: St reet Drum Corp s
Punk rock percussion group
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Grand Ballroom, MLK Jr.
Union
Cost : Free
581-7040

WEDNES DAY
Music: Piano M an
All-request piano man
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: Panther Paw Bar & Grill
Cost: $1
345-7849
Music: DJ JJ.
Ladies night, female sing-alongs
Time: 10 p.m.
Place:AJ's/217 /Loft
Cost: no cover
345-7622

THURSDAY
Lecture: ' Family Drama In
'The Ice Storm' and 'Pleasant-

ville'
Speaker Julia Lesage
Time: 3:30 p.m.
Place: Do udna Fine Arts
Center, Lecture Hall
Cost: Free
581-8500
Music: Mike & Joe
80's cover band
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: Panther Paw Bar & Grille
Cost: $5
345-7849

TUESDAY
Theatre: EIU Theatre Class
Performance/Scene from 'The
Crucible'
Time: 3:30 p.m.
Place: Movement Studio,
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Cost: Free
581 -8500

Music: DJ Eva D.
Hip-hop jams
Time: 10 p.m.
Place: AJ's/217/ Loft
Cost: No cover
345-7622
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